
 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1821 - Transformation 

  

Lu Yang had experienced this incident in the past. Although this incident made the game more realistic, 

the game experience will also become worse. 

 

Later, the official changed many times, and ordinary copies and team battles would not have such 

problems, but large-scale guild battles will definitely be carried out in this way, but after this revision, it 

does make the large-scale guild battles even more. Something interesting, the ratings are even higher. 

 

At that time, many guilds spent a lot of energy to study this kind of battle, so that many military retired 

backbones were recruited to the guild as senior commanders or even vice presidents. 

 

There are dozens of the most powerful masters among them. The battle command is fascinating. 

Although Lu Yang is not one of them, he is also a master of this kind of battle. 

 

“The order was given to everyone. After two hours of continued attack, the offense was suspended, and 

all the personnel entered the orange fortress and defensive position to rest.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Tu Feng nodded and conveyed the order. 

 

The two fighting sides received the official version upgrade announcement from the official at almost 

the same time. For a time, the indissoluble battles fought and the two sides had to suspend. 

 

The sister group had already arrived at Stormwind Canyon and was about to make a sneak attack. 

Seeing this order made her face look excited. 

 



The warehouse in the original Stormwind Canyon was only defended by 800 people, but the battle 

ahead was too tense. The personnel who came to the supply were like the previous Firestone Mountain. 

He just rushed in like this. Enemies, especially in the special terrain of Stormwind Canyon, are prohibited 

from cursing scrolls and can hardly damage the players inside. 

 

“Sisters, keep your patience. Although there are only 3 hours left, we must be patient, and we will attack 

in the last half hour.” Liu Xiang said. 

 

The women nodded. In this way, everyone waited in place for 2 hours. Sure enough, as Liu Xiang 

guessed, from the gradual retreat of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood, the supply staff here gradually 

decreased. 

 

In the last half hour, Liu Xiang saw the opportunity and aimed at 800 players who were guarding the 

hole. He shouted: “Throwing the Thunder God Lei, Iron-Blood Brotherhood, kill~!” 

 

The 1,000 thunder gods they carried were thrown into the area where the enemies of Stormwind 

Canyon were located. In a blink of an eye, less than 100 people were killed by 800 people. In the face of 

Liu Xiang and others who suddenly rushed in, they all lost their battles. ability. 

 

The Jerz side saw that the Iron-Blood Brothers had retreated, and they were already relieved. They 

suddenly learned that the only supply warehouse on the front line had been beaten by the sisters. They 

suddenly cursed angrily: “This group of **** women, fighting It’s over, why do they want to attack, I 

must kill them.” 

 

Margaret’s fear of cold sweat throughout her body helped Gertz: “Fortunately, the version upgrade, 

otherwise, the defensive positions we arranged in the five villages will be completely defeated by a 

wave of attack by Lu Yang, because , Our supply warehouse was lost.” 

 

Gerds reacted suddenly, shivering all over his body, and said, “Fortunately, thank you for your help.” 

 

Margaret said: “It seems that the officer is right, he is indeed helping us, and we should give him back.” 

 

Gertz nodded and said, “Yes, I will contact them immediately. I will talk to them personally.” 

 



Margaret has her head, and on the other side, Lu Yang is feeling, watching the news sent back by the 

sister group, saying: “If there is no version sound level, now we should break the defensive position in 

front of us and enter the hinterland of the Jerz side. .” 

 

“It’s a pity.” Bai Shi and Xia Yuwei and others nodded. 

 

“Forget it, everyone quit the game, let me guide you to a new combat method.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

After they quit the game, a group of vice presidents and chiefs of the main army gathered in the large 

conference room of the War Workshop of the Iron-Blood Alliance. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the arrival of more than one hundred people and found that the morale of the people 

was a little low. He smiled and said: “Brothers, let me tell you the truth, this battle we all successfully 

persecuted governments of several countries. 100 million US dollars to interfere in our battles, you and 

the players participating in the battle are masters, because you, even the governments of all countries, 

are afraid of us.” 

 

The crowd looked at Landing Yang with some surprise, and their lost eyes burst into an excited look 

again. 

 

Lu Yang said with a charming smile: “In fact, you don’t have to fear this change. The person who really 

fears is not us, but the enemy. 

 

Why do we say this, because we broke through the enemy’s orange fortress, if we did not break the 

fortress, the enemy has the advantage, and now the fortress is broken, facing the large number of field 

operations behind the enemy, the advantage is us, why do we say so Well, because there is only one 

person in the world who knows how to fight in the field, and now I stand in front of you, which is me. “ 

 

The elite commanders such as Wanzong Wanliu and Liu Yunpeng are the most frightened of this 

revision, because they are the players who fought in close combat. 

 



“Boss, I feel this battle is too difficult, do you really have a way?” Liu Yunpeng said depressedly. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Of course, such a battle actually has a very interesting feature, do you know 

what it is?” 

 

Everyone shook their heads. 

 

Lu Yanghe smiled and said, “This is a battle where anyone who advances will lose.” 

 

Everyone was still unclear, Lu Yang looked at their confused eyes and said: “You think, when fighting, 

you will attack the skills subconsciously with the range. That will definitely hurt your teammates. It is 

possible that the skill has just been hit and you have died first. There is a group of people, and the party 

who has not attacked may not have died.” 

 

“Then don’t we attack?” Wan Qing asked Wang Lu Yang said: “Of course, offensive, but this kind of 

attack, everyone can no longer use the dense formation, everyone must stand separately, This is too 

difficult for you, so for the time being, we have only one combat plan. This is an old tactic. Remember 

the Prismatic Shield Armored Corps.” 

 

Everyone nodded. Lu Yang used this fighting power to defeat countless enemies. It was the most 

important team of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood. 

 

Lu Yang said: “When the game starts tomorrow evening, the players here will summon their players. On 

the one hand, they will mobilize large-scale anti-war players to form a Prismatic Shield Armored Corps. 

Three rows of shield battles and one row of treatments. The mage hides in the eighth. row. 

 

For the rest of the attacking professions, the method of fighting is no longer a blind charge, but a team 

of three, dispersed in positions, followed by shooters and mages. “ 

 

This is currently the easiest battle plan to win. The main attack has been changed from the front to the 

two wings. Fortunately, in the field area, if it is in the mountainous area or special terrain, Lu Yang has to 

worry about this, but now, it should be Gertz was unlucky. The forces behind him wanted to help him, 

but this time they helped a lot. 

 



“Wait, see how I clean up you.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Chapter 1822 - Pons debut 

  

After Lu Yang explained the battle plan to the people, on the other side, when the heads of the regiment 

left and contacted the battle plan with his men, he said to everyone in the audience: “I decided to open 

up a second battlefield.” 

 

“Boss, you decided to start the Claudio area!” asked the bitter love half a lifetime. 

 

From the beginning of the battle, people like Zhuojiu and Kubanai hope that Lu Yang can fight on both 

lines at the same time, but Lu Yang is worried that the regional defenses such as the orange fortress are 

too strong to break through the two lines of battle, so he concentrated on the players to attack The line 

of defense in the orange fortress area. 

 

Facts have proved that Lu Yang’s decision was completely correct. It was precisely because of Lu Yang’s 

choice that he could break the orange fortress, capture the Firestone Mountain within a few days, and 

take the initiative on the battlefield to the hands of the Brotherhood of Blood. 

 

Even with a few hours of buffering time, the Jerz side starts from the game, their spirits will be in a tight 

state, and they should always be prepared to guard against Lu Yang’s sneak attacks, and the Lu Yang side 

can rest calmly because The Gertz side was already afraid of being beaten, and he dared not attack. 

 

Under such circumstances, the main defense force of the Gerzi side will be concentrated in the areas of 

the five villages and the blue fortress and purple fortress. The defense capacity of the Claudio fortress 

area is not enough in itself. After that, it was not enough. 

 

White Lion said: “If you sneak attack now, I’m 100% sure that I won the Claudio fortress and Firefortress 

in World War I.” 

 

Lu Yang thought for a while and said, “You can’t move. The frontline battlefield still needs your 

continuous offensive. This attack task is personally directed by me. Each ministry mobilizes an elite army 

to my command. It doesn’t need too many people. As long as there are 1,000 lower gods and 200,000 



players, I will be able to successfully lay down these two fortresses, and then occupy the fortresses in 

Claudio area, and then you will send players to support them.” 

 

“Yes.” The people nodded. 

 

The Claudio area is now a very important logistics supply area in Gerz. In addition to the fire mark 

fortress and the dull fortress at the door are large trade forts, there are also 8 trade forts of the same 

size in the rear. 

 

Relying on these 8 strongholds, Gertz can make one million euros a day, and the Claudio region alone 

can bring Gerrz a net income of 1 billion euros a year. 

 

Since the beginning of the war, the Claudio area has been continuously delivering blood to Gertz. Faced 

with this situation, after breaking the orange fortress, Lu Yang must lay down the Claudio area, 

regardless of whether they occupy these areas, at least These areas cannot be allowed to supplement 

the front with such unscrupulous money-making. 

 

Here Lu Yang is preparing, and on the other side, Gertz welcomes dozens of senior military retired 

officers, all commanding the battlefield masters. 

 

“You guys, you can defeat Lu Yang, it depends on you. Starting today, each of you has an annual salary 

of 10 million euros. If you win this battle, you will receive a bonus of 50 million euros.” There was an 

empty check. 

 

At such a critical moment in the war, he had no extra money to pay the newly joined legion, but he bet 

that the war would end as soon as possible within the next four days. 

 

Either Lu Yang was running out of money and the whole army retreated, or Lu Yang was driving straight 

in and defeated the Liberal Army in an all-round way. However, from any point of view, Gertz thought 

that his chances of winning were greater. 

 

How could he not believe that he would be defeated by Lu Yang within three days, so he dared to grant 

such a salary, anyway, the salary was opened after a month. 

 



“Your Excellency President, thank you for your high salary, we will make you feel the strength to match 

the salary.” Retired 50-year-old officer Coriolis led proudly said. 

 

More than a dozen legions showed their complacent expressions. They were different from Ru Yue 

Taishan at that time. Since the game, these people have entered the game, so they know the game very 

well. 

 

Gertz simply understands their resumes, and knows that these people are not wine bags, but a group of 

people who have planned to enter his guild. Although he does not know what these people want, he 

knows that more than a dozen of them retire The officer is the group of people he can rely on most. 

 

“How are you going to defend?” Gertz asked. 

 

“I’m here to take over the defenses of the five villages. I really want to see, Lu Yang and me, who is 

stronger.” A middle-aged man in his 40s said that he has blonde hair, but he always has contempt on his 

face. Expression, as if no one looked down. 

 

Coriolis smiled and shook his head, said: “Cole, you are still so proud, okay, then you will fight against Lu 

Yang, I believe you will easily hold Lu Yang’s attack.” 

 

“Maybe I can recapture the orange fortress.” Cole said arrogantly. 

 

Everyone laughed. 

 

Coriolis looked at a middle-aged man with chestnut hair and said, “Andali, you are responsible for 

defending the purple fortress.” 

 

“Yes.” Andari nodded. 

 

… 

 



Coriolis issued more than a dozen orders at a time, and the officers of the officer department almost 

completely took over the work of the original vice president of Gerds, which made André and Guland 

and other vice presidents show dissatisfied looks. 

 

The only player who wasn’t taken away was the first vice president, Ponce. It’s because the 

interpersonal relationship of the players under Ponce was too confusing. No one wanted to accept 

Ponce’s things. All rely on the help of Pons. 

 

“My dear buddy, I hope you can help me figure out who I am looking for to defend. You are the one who 

knows this guild best. I need your help so much.” Coriolis said with his arms around Pons’s shoulder . 

 

Ponce had just received a call from his wife. On the other side of the phone, the wife severely 

reprimanded Ponce’s previous two-hearted behavior. 

 

“You know, we have received so much money from President Lu Yang, why do you still betray him, you 

have betrayed Jerz Remember, you are for me, for this Family, for the hard work of our future children, 

not someone’s chess piece, President Lu Yang has promised you that you will be the manager of the 

Gerz area in the future. Why are you still thinking about helping Gerr for such a good thing? Now, what 

can he give you, if it’s not that you are too honest, you would have been driven away like Malik.” 

 

Pons raised his head to look at Coriolis, with an embarrassed expression, and said honestly: “No 

problem, I will help you solve the personnel problem. The president will let me cooperate with you, and 

I will cooperate fully.” 

 

Coriolis had long heard of Pons and knew it was a soft egg. Therefore, he wanted to get useful 

information from Pons, and then removed Pons from the position of first vice president. Kick away. 

 

“Great guys, let’s start now.” Coriolis said. 

 

Ponce naturally had no opinion. He was afraid that Coriolis and others had done work in advance. 

Therefore, he said half-truth and half-truth about the defense line. 

 

Just as he said something, Lu Yang’s call came, explaining the matter of attacking the dull fortress and 

the fire scar fortress in the Claudio area. 



 

Ponce thought about it and said, “I’ll arrange it.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1823 - Debt 

  

Coriolis saw Pons coming over, pretending to have a charming smile, and asked, “What happened?” 

 

Pons shrugged his shoulders with a smile and said, “You know, there are always a lot of people and a lot 

of things that I need to deal with, a little thing, don’t mind.” 

 

Coriolis didn’t want to say that Pons did not want to say that he didn’t ask, but he continued to consult 

the defense. Throughout the night, Coriolis and Pons completed the preparation of all regional defenses. 

 

To this end, Coriolis gave his new defense zone a counterattack plan called “Karta”. 

 

The core content of this plan is to rely on the vast area of Jerz to carry out a pyramid-shaped defense 

against the attacks of the Brotherhood of Blood. 

 

If the orange fortress was a point before, then the orange fortress was in the shape of a pyramid. No 

matter whether the main forces of the Jagged Brothers Alliance fully attacked or carried out a single 

point of attack, the Liberty Army went to the side and behind to attack the weak of the Jade Brothers. 

zone. 

 

Coriolis said to Gertz quite confidently: “Even if the Iron-Blood Brotherhood can defend, then they must 

defend their flanks with more personnel. In this way, the number of enemies we encounter in front is It 

will be greatly reduced. At the same time, the defensive position adopts wedge-shaped uncontrollable. 

In each area of the front position, there are players on the left and right sides to provide fire support.” 

 



Gertz looked at the position, frowning and said, “After the revision, teammates may overwrite and 

shoot, and they may hurt their own team. This formation is good, but if you fight, your team will surely 

die.” 

 

Cole said proudly: “The death in the game is not really a death. For the Liberty Army, I think they should 

be honored for this death.” 

 

Gertz liked Cole’s words and raised his eyebrows. “If my players are like you, I’ll be happy.” 

 

“Thank you.” Cole bowed slightly. 

 

Coriolis said with a smile: “We use the trapezoidal style for specific battles, which is the mainstream 

trend of future battles. Now the Predator Brothers don’t understand it. If they still use a large-scale 

charge, the firepower of the trapezoidal defense positions can still be covered. The whole game is just 

different in distance and order. At that time, the players of the Brotherhood of Blood will be killed by 

our defensive positions or by their own long-range firepower.” 

 

Gertz nodded and said, “This looks feasible, but it may not be able to stop it for too long.” 

 

Coriolis said: “The essence of the battle is here. Our task is to delay the time. As long as a week later, the 

logistics supplies of the Jagged Brothers are exhausted, and they will naturally retreat. At the same time, 

our The counterattack plan began to be implemented. When the supplies of the Brotherhood of Blood 

were exhausted, they vigorously went out and forced the Brotherhood of Blood to bow their heads to 

admit defeat, and then wait until the contract period between Sanyou Weimen and Roland arrived. At 

that time, we besieged Lu Yang together. Drive him out of the game completely and occupy all his area.” 

 

“Good.” Gertz felt that this plan was very feasible. Although this plan was not much different from his 

previous plan, the nuances were very different. 

 

These professional soldiers, far more detailed control of the war, and command capabilities, far more 

than his former vice president, Gertz feels that he has seen the dawn of victory. 

 



“I personally supervise the war, which legion and which commander dare not obey your orders, I am 

removed on the spot, all the vice presidents do their utmost to cooperate, this time is a life and death 

battle for our free legion, please make every effort to Go,” Gertz said loudly. 

 

Pons, Coriolis and Andre, who were present at the scene, responded. Although they could not bear their 

full strength to be robbed of Andre and Gurand and others, they would rather accept the former than 

the guild was eliminated. 

 

At this point, the war plan has been released, all high-level leaders began to send orders to the middle, 

the preparations on both sides have entered the most tense moment, but at the same time, Pons 

informed Coriolis’s plan to Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “This group of people is not stupid. The trick he came up with just happened 

to restrain our Prismatic Shield Armored Corps.” 

 

No matter how the Iron-Blood Brotherhood attacks, after all, we must face the fact that the more the 

front is, the more unsafe the wings are. No matter how tightly defended in front of the Prismatic Shield 

Armored Corps, the supply line was cut off, and this legion cannot bear much. Offense. 

 

Xia Yuwei and the White Lion all showed heavy expressions. In the face of professional soldiers or senior 

commanders, their pressure became extremely great, and their natural awe made them a little unsure 

how to deal with it. 

 

Lu Yang discovered their problems and said with a smile: “You don’t have to be so downhearted, in fact, 

war is easy to fight, but I haven’t been willing to use this method before.” 

 

“What way?” The crowd looked at Lu Yang curiously. 

 

Lu Yang said: “I am ready to mortgage 30% of the entire Iron-Blood Brothers Alliance and borrow 30 

billion euros to fight this war.” 

 

“So much?” The White Lion and Zhuojiu were stunned. 

 



Lu Yang said: “At present, the valuation of the Jagged Brothers Alliance is 100 billion euros. I plan to take 

30% to fight this war. In this way, our continuous fighting time is not one week, but one month.” 

 

“Who wants to spend so much money to help us.” Xia Yuwei asked. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “In fact, as early as the beginning of the war, I got in touch with more than a 

dozen banks such as Switzerland, Morgan, Agricultural Bank, and Construction Bank. They were willing 

to jointly provide us with this subsidy. Even some banks thought Take out the money alone to help us, 

but I did not agree.” 

 

Such a big cake and such a high-quality asset of the Brotherhood of Blood, all bankers in the world want 

to invest money as long as they are not fools. 

 

The country’s ability to control can’t affect everyone. This is not a world war, but a game. Therefore, 

super banks in various countries will not take into account official ideas, and will only proceed from 

actual interests. 

 

Among them, what touched Lu Yang the most was domestic banks. If it weren’t for Lu Yang to build a 

more international brother-in-blood alliance that would make him less hostile to foreigners, only 

domestic banks could provide the funds. 

 

For people of this era, they all came from young people. How many people have a game dream when 

they are young, and how many people hope that Chinese people can stand on the top of the world. 

 

No matter in any field, as long as someone is willing to do it, there are people in China who support it. 

This time Lu Yang wanted to greet major domestic banks in advance to test his tone. Unexpectedly, they 

were willing to sign a contract immediately, or even willing to give full support. 

 

When the version upgrade was suddenly released in the game, the presidents of the major banks that 

had contacted Lu Yang sent short messages one after another, hoping to sign a contract with Lu Yang to 

complete the transaction quickly. 

 

Lu Yang did not rush to reply to them, he also wanted to see if there was a chance, but now it seems 

that this step must be taken. 



 

“I have no opinion, as long as you can win the war, it doesn’t matter if the equity is not the equity, as 

long as the actual control of the gang is still in the hands of the boss.” White Lion said first. 

 

“Me too.” Zhuojiu said. 

 

“I have no opinion.” Xia Yuwei said. 

 

… 

 

The management of the shares in the guild have expressed no opinion, they are the direct rights and 

interests of this incident, if the blood brothers defeated, the loan of 30 billion euros not only lost their 

shares, but also made blood The Brotherhood has been in a state of repayment for a long time. 

 

If a guild cannot pay normally within a year or two, or even cannot function normally, the test for the 

guild is very great, and their pressure will become even greater. 

 

Lu Yang looked at them gratefully, and he knew that his siblings would always be the most reliable and 

dependable. 

 

“The tactics changed, the orange fortress to the frontal battlefield of the green fortress, continue to use 

the consumption tactics, and compete with the enemy’s combat capabilities, my side remains 

unchanged, continue to attack the fortress and the fire mark fortress.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Yes.” The people answered solemnly. 

 

During the day, after a brief day, at 8pm, the official forum officially announced that the server was 

turned on. 

 

In the blink of an eye, billions of players entered the entire game, and Lu Yang also returned to the 

game, and the side of the Iron-Blood Brothers quickly began to prepare. 

 



More than ten million players have launched an offensive formation in the four fortresses. Compared 

with the previous one, the number of players gathered by the Brotherhood of Blood this time is two-

thirds less, one-third of them are unable to go online on time, and three One of the rest is rotated. 

 

After a rash of efforts, the Brotherhood of Iron-Blood Brothers is now in the second stage. A large 

number of players have been divided into white and night shifts due to work and life. 

 

Lu Yang is prepared for this. Nearly 15 million players are deployed in the area of Purple Fortress, Blue 

Fortress, and Red Fortress. Lu Yang himself is still attacking the five village areas with Xia Yuwei. 

 

On the other side, when the Jagged Brothers were laid out, the Gerz side was also arranged. More than 

10 million players faced each other with the Jagged Brothers. 

 

The number of players originally recruited by Gertz was more than 20 million. It can be seen that the 

number of the offense of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood is only more than 10 million. He decided to let half 

of the players go offline to rest. 

 

For the China region, it is 8 o’clock at night, and Poland is only 2 o’clock in the afternoon. Therefore, he 

must let his players take a nap to deal with the night attack of the Brotherhood of Blood. 

 

Coriolis said triumphantly: “Even if we are five million fewer than the side of the Brotherhood of Blood, 

compared with our vast area, these five hundred people will not have much effect at all, let alone 

Luyang. We still need these people to attack our fortress.” 

 

Gertz said worriedly: “I am afraid that Lu Yang, like attacking Flintstone Mountain, took advantage of the 

opportunity to break the orange fortress around our back and use this opportunity to send the group of 

**** spider sisters to sneak into other areas.” 

 

Coriolis shook his head and said: “It is absolutely impossible. The failure of Firestone Mountain is due to 

the loose defense of the hole. The Bill Canyon between the purple and blue fortress is a deep pit. Our 

people are guarding the hole unless they kill the hole. For all players, the hole is trumpet-shaped, and 

the bigger it gets, the smaller it gets. The more we are guarding at the intersection, they can’t get in at 

all.” 

 



Jerz nodded. The two underground supply transfer stations between the blue and red fortresses and the 

red and green fortresses are also canyon terrains. They are much smaller than the target of Firestone 

Mountain. It is found that it is not easy for the time being, and the attack is more difficult. 

 

Just when everyone was worried about the Gerz headquarters area, the newly joined military 

commander Seaman pointed to the dull fortress and the fire scar fortress in the Claudio region: “Is there 

a possibility that Lu Yang can change his operations Target, sneak attack on these two strongholds.” 

 

Andre said confidently: “Lu Yang will never be able to fight down. The Fortress of Light and the Fortress 

of Firemark are two separate tigers. We have arranged a lot of traps in the tunnel in front of the 

fortress, and there are underground teleportation arrays there. Even if the Iron-Blood Brotherhood 

wants to fight two strongholds, we can’t fight them in a few days, and we can go to support the first 

time we know.” 

 

Seaman, Coriolis and others looked at each other. They had been to the Fortress of Light and the 

Fortress of Firemark before. Indeed, the situation there was similar to that of the tiger’s mouth. 

 

Both fortresses are defended by 100,000 players. Once someone makes a sneak attack, they will 

immediately sound the alarm. At that time, Jerz will immediately send a large number of players to 

support. With the underground teleportation, no one can fight. 

 

Seaman felt a little embarrassed and sarcastically said: “Vice President Andre is really cautious enough. 

In such a solid defensive area, 10,000 people are considered redundant. You even sent 100,000 people.” 

 

Andre frowned fiercely at Seaman, and said, “Fool, do you think you know everything? If you dare to 

challenge me again, I will kill you.” 

 

“Come on  Seaman mocked. 

 

Gertz didn’t expect the two to quarrel and shouted: “Shut up for me, don’t you think we are not messy 

enough?” 

 

Andre snorted. He usually didn’t even see Gertz in his eyes, let alone Siman. If it wasn’t for war, he 

would have killed Siman with a sword. 



 

Coriolis also pulled Simman aside, sending a message saying: “We just came, don’t make too many 

enemies.” 

 

Seaman snorted and stopped talking. 

 

Andre said: “Since there is no problem with the Fortress of Light and the Fortress of Fire, we still discuss 

the area of the Orange Fortress and we must find a way to stick to it.” 

 

… 

 

Pons looked at all this and sent a message to Lu Yang to inform him of the situation, saying: “I suggest 

that you sneak attack on the Fortress of Light, where it is easier to succeed.” 

 

“Why?” Lu Yang asked. He didn’t tell Pons that he was going to sneak into Claudio’s area, which made 

him feel that Pons was not a simple person. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1824 - Claudio\'s old department joins the battle 

  

If anyone in the world knows the Gerds Guild best, Pons can be said to be the best in the world. 

 

As the vice president of the Gertz Guild in charge of the most players, from the Gertz area to the Claudio 

area, Pons knows the players in the area well. 

 

He clearly knows what these players need, what they are after, what conflicts they have with whom, and 

who has the best relationship with whom. 

 



Since his wife’s phone call awakened Ponce, Ponce no longer had any illusions about Gertz and gave up 

his last dignity as a vice president. He decided to help Lu Yang with all his strength and defeat Jell Here. 

 

“Although I don’t know if you have this strategy, I think it’s the best offensive opportunity now. The 

guards of the Fortress of Light and the Fortress of Fire are called Comas and Stojak, respectively. 

Cousin.” Pons said plainly about the area of Claudio he knew. 

 

Lu Yang had just learned about it, and he can understand it when he thinks about it. Such an important 

immense barrier must be assured by using his own people. If it is replaced by someone else, even if 

there is a contract, the other party can buy it with a gold card for breach of contract. The loyalty of that 

player. 

 

“What’s wrong with these two fortresses now?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Ponce said: “The problem is that there are too few defensive personnel in the area where the two are 

located. It is said that there are 500,000 people and 1,000 subordinate gods in each fortress. In fact, 

there are only 100,000 people and 10 subordinate gods.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “I already know the news.” 

 

Pons chuckled and continued: “But you don’t know that there is a village behind the lightless fortress, 

and on the mountain behind the village, Gertz’s frontline teleportation array in the Claudio area has only 

dozens of defensive players. The teleportation array was destroyed, and the teleportation array was 

interrupted by a super-electromagnetic storm, and there was no support for the light fortress.” 

 

Lu Yang quickly opened a map, looked at the glare fortress in Claudio area and dozens of fortresses 

behind him, and asked, “Will Gertz send people to support, where will they come from.” 

 

Pons shook his head and said: “Now there is no extra player in his hand that can be sent to the Claudio 

area. If Gertz wants to keep it, he can only re-dilute the shares. So I predict that he can at most Thirty 

super guilds were recruited, about 5 million players.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “If there are so many people, I’m also struggling.” 

 



Now that the battle has hit, Lu Yang is not afraid of elite legions, he is afraid of stragglers. It is 

foreseeable that the Jagged Brothers will enter the Claudio area and will never be seen by players in the 

Claudio area. 

 

It is very likely that ordinary players in the Claudio area will sneak into the players of the Brotherhood of 

Blood and Blood from any location. The vast Claudio area has nearly 200 fortresses. If Lu Yang wants to 

occupy all, he now has 20 Wan is definitely not enough. 

 

I am afraid that just after the occupation, it will be killed by the players in the Claudio area, but if it is not 

occupied, the enemy will be able to take it back quickly, which is very troublesome. 

 

Pons smiled confidently and said, “Chairman Lu Yang, in fact, you can also know what I want to say 

below. At first, you chose me to fight back, that is, you took a fancy to me, right? You guessed it? Wrong, 

I know the location of Claudio’s old ministry, their power is not small, if you want to recruit them to 

become an affiliated guild, I can help you with the interview.” 

 

Lu Yang also smiled and said: “Then trouble you, I really need the support of Claudio’s old department, 

or anyone else who can help me.” 

 

“No problem, you are waiting for my good news.” Pons hung up the phone. He looked at the number in 

the address book and found a call that had not been used for a long time. 

 

It was thought that after occupying the Claudio area, Pons had been responsible for the security of the 

entire Claudio area. He had to replace Jerz to appease the ordinary players here, but also to bring the 

ordinary players in his guild to chase down the gram. The remnants of Claudio. 

 

To this end, the old department of Pons and Claudio played for nearly half a year on nearly 200 

strongholds and hundreds of thousands of square kilometers of land. The result was that Pons 

eliminated the old department of Claudio. 

 

But in fact, Pons didn’t destroy them at all, not because he didn’t want to destroy them, but because 

Pence didn’t have that ability at all. 

 



Not only Pons, even Gerlze came in person, and he was not capable of destroying these people, because 

Claudio was very good to the old department. Any old department had a little money, or a little ability. 

When called, there will be a lot of grams. Players from the Claudio region are involved. 

 

Pons wiped out this one, appeared that one, and had tossed for several months in a row. The player’s 

level could not be improved, the equipment could not be improved, and he had to face the enemy’s 

sneak attack at any time. 

 

On the other side, Claudio’s main old departments were also exhausted. He actively sought Pons for 

summation. Pons had just found the stage, pretending to be a complete annihilation of Claudio’s old 

department, and this ended for half a year. War. 

 

After that, Claudio’s old department was grateful to Pence’s kindness, and it has been hidden. There is 

no more trouble in the area. So far, the spies sent by Ponce have detected that Claudio’s old department 

has developed very powerful. . 

 

They are divided into three parts, led by Parame, Mariano, and Navier, with 500,000 players, 700,000, 

and 800,000 players. 

 

In a special space. 

 

Pons looked at one woman and two men and said with a smile: “Thank you for coming to see me.” 

 

Parame frowned at Pence and said, “Yeah, we haven’t seen you for a long time. You’re looking for us, 

won’t you want us to help the Liberty Army and Gertz, you know, the hatred between us is deep .” 

 

Mariano snorted and said: “If it wasn’t for the original agreement, we have now summoned our men to 

attack the Fortress of Light and the Fortress of Fire.” 

 

Pons smiled and said, “You know, you can’t fight.” 

 

Neville said: “Although we can’t win, we can make Gertz more uncomfortable, which is enough.” 

 



Ponce said with emotion, “Once upon a time, I would have been very angry when I heard you say this, 

but now I am very calm. Guys, I am here as a lobbyist, but I am not a substitute Erz, but for Lu Yang, I, 

have changed!” 

 

The three of them stunned and widened their eyes. Everyone looked at Ponce with incredible eyes. 

Parame said excitedly: “This is crazy, Ponce, you will be a traitor? Who has such a great ability?” .” 

 

Neville pushed his glasses and said: “Obviously, at this juncture, only Lu Yang, the chairman of the 

Brotherhood of Blood, has asked you to come to us?” 

 

Pons shook his head and said, “I recommended you to you. I don’t know the three of you anymore. 

Frankly speaking, I need your help. Lu Yang has promised me the right to reorganize the Liberty Army. , I 

need to have allies. I choose you. Now, the choice is yours. You choose me or not.” 

 

Mariano sneered and said, “Even you have betrayed, proving that the Legion of Liberty is almost over. 

Tell us, what are our benefits?” 

 

Pongs said: “Look at your abilities, according to Li Wenxing, Ayala, Sidall, I believe you will know very 

well how good Lu Yang is to treat allies, and his allies can earn a net every month. Money is more than 

one million euros.” 

 

The three of them showed a surprised expression. If their monthly income exceeds one million euros, 

the annual income is ten million euros. They pull up so many people, isn’t their purpose is to make their 

rights bigger and their income higher? 

 

As for avenging Claudio? That’s a nonsense! 

 

Pamela thought about it and said, “I am willing, but we have to meet Lu Yang.” 

 

Mariano said: “I am willing, too, to meet Lu Yang is a necessary condition.” 

 

Neville said: “I mean that too.” 

 



Pons said with a smile: “Wait.” 

 

He sent a special space invitation to Lu Yang, and the light flashed. Lu Yang appeared in the special 

space. The three of them saw Lu Yang, and excitedly bowed to Lu Yang and said: “Chairman Lu Yang, 

thank you for your The trust of the three of us.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and looked at the three of them, and then looked at Pons again. After seeing Pence’s 

affirmative expression, he said to the three: “Welcome the three families who joined the Iron-Blood 

Brotherhood, as long as you really follow me , I will never treat any brother or friend badly.” 

 

The three of them naturally knew that what Lu Yang said was true. There were examples of Padu, Darvi, 

Ayala, Sidall and others in front of them. Anyone who truly followed Lu Yang would not only limit their 

development. , Will also actively help them. 

 

The first batch of subordinate gods of these affiliated guilds were made of the materials that Lu Yang 

sent them. What’s more, everyone had heard of one thing. When the iron-blooded brothers were in civil 

strife, Padu wanted to leave. , Lu Yang has told them to allow them to redeem themselves. 

 

Such a tolerant president has already been their three best choices. As for Claudio, he has long been 

alive among all beings and has become an ordinary rich man. He has no such ambitions. 

 

“President Lu Yang, we will gather players here to attack the Fortress of Light and the Fortress of Fire 

from the inside.” Mariano said aggressively. 

 

Pons smiled and shook his head, saying, “I think you have something more important to do.” 

 

“What’s the matter.” Mariano looked at Pons and asked. 

 

Pang Si looked at Lu Yang. Lu Yang nodded with a smile, and said, “You are my military division now, and 

I will take any good advice.” 

 

Pons pointed to the four fortresses of the Great River, Heavenly Condemnation, Zhuoxin and Baling, and 

said: “Although the battle ahead is tense, the trade of the four fortresses in the Claudio region has not 



stopped, and these four fortresses are the core The trade fortress, the four together, the total value of 

the supplies exceeds 200 million euros.” 

 

“So much?!” The three Parame were shocked. 

 

Pons looked at Lu Yang and said: “In these four fortresses, the players responsible for defense have 

hundreds of subordinate gods and thousands of players, but there is no underground teleportation 

array. I suggest that three of them be divided into four forces. Assaulting these four strongholds and 

taking away the trading materials from the strongholds has hit the Liberty Army extremely.” 

 

Lu Yang took a closer look and said, “This method works, so he was surprised.” 

 

He looked at the three people of Parame and said, “All the materials seized by these four fortresses 

belong to your three guilds, which is the first meeting gift I gave you.” 

 

The three of them were greedy for this batch of materials. They felt distressed that they would not give 

them to Yang. They wanted to secretly hide some valuables. But when they heard Lu Yang, the three of 

them instantly fell into excitement and were very ashamed. And bowed down to say together: “Thank 

you, President President.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and took out three contracts and handed them to three people. He said: “Sign the 

contract. In the future, your guild will formally become my affiliated guild. In the future, you will be able 

to obtain the jurisdiction of 20 fortresses in the Claudio region. Right, as long as you don’t betray me, 

the fortress will be under your permanent management.” 

 

The three didn’t expect happiness to come so suddenly. In the face of Lu Yang’s generosity, the last 

trace of resistance in their hearts also disappeared, and they all signed their names on the contract. So 

far, Lu Yang received the support of nearly 2 million Claudio’s old department. . 

 

Pons looked at the happy three and said, “Don’t be too happy. If you capture this area, Gertz is likely to 

recruit a large number of Claudio players to participate in the battle on the condition of diluting their 

shares. Your combat tasks are very heavy, and you, people like you, must be mentally prepared.” 

 



At the same time, the three Neville showed a proud expression, Parame said: “I know you have spies 

installed here, we only show you the number of players on the bright side, in fact, each of us has 

contacted a lot Although the old department of President Claudio can’t reproduce the strongest period 

of President Claudio that year, the three of us can summon up to nearly 5 million players together, if 

there are the support of these four material warehouses , These 5 million people can quickly form 

combat power.” 

 

Pons showed such an expression, and looked at Lu Yang and said, “Your Excellency, are you still 

worried?” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “There is nothing to worry about. You quickly gather players and prepare for 

battle. I also gather here. We will attack at the same time and strive to win the entire Claudio area 

within half a day.” 

 

“Yes.” The four said together. 

 

Lu Yang opened a group of four of them alone, and then exited the special space. He said to Darvi, “I will 

use the mirroring skills for me and copy the one I stay on the front line.” 

 

“Yes.” Darvi said. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Bai Shi and Zhuo Jiu and others and said, “Tell you good news, I have recruited 5 

million people in the Claudio area.” 

 

White Lion and Zhuojiu also showed surprise expressions at the same time, Zhou Tianming said 

excitedly: “Boss, where did you find it, did you arrange it before?” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Thanks to Pons, I really didn’t spend money to counter this old boy.” 

 

He simply told Pang Si and Parame and other things to the White Lion and others, which made everyone 

feel as comfortable as drinking ice spring water in the summer.  

 

“The boss is too accurate to see people, this money is too valuable.” The bitter love said for a long time. 



 

Who would have thought that a vice president who is so inconspicuous in the gang, as if he could be 

pushed out at any time, has such a huge energy. 

 

Lu Yang said: “This is unrecognizable. The more you understand this society, the more terrible people 

you know, the more terrible! They seem to have no specialties, but their specialties are human.” 

 

Without this human relationship, Pence might have been withdrawn by Gertz long ago. It is because he 

has the ability to integrate all people. From the appearance, there is nothing. In fact, at this moment, 

such a person is the most terrible. . 

 

In fact, if Gerlz treats Ponce kindly, at this moment, Ponce definitely has the ability to allow Parame to 

help Gerlz, and to appear as a newly formed legion, without any flaws, but he can also param May they 

wash white. 

 

But now these people have become Lu Yang’s men, 5 million combative players, only 10 million euros 

can be exchanged, how can such a suitable sale. 

 

“Everyone prepares for themselves. The blood-blooded brotherhood will win!” Lu Yang said forcefully. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1825 - something wrong 

  

The crowd nodded vigorously. They had already seen the hope of victory. Two hours later, Lu Yang 

personally came to the orange fortress. In front of the defensive lines of the five villages, he looked at 

the criss-cross lines in the field and said aloud: “Forbidden Curse” The Mage Corps, a wave of forbidden 

spells first, the melee legion is ready to attack.” 

 

“Yes.” Three Thousand Killed Sword and Black Flame responded loudly. 



 

After just a few seconds, countless large fireballs fell from the sky. Due to revisions, various banned 

spells could not be mixed and released. If the fire and ice systems are mixed and released, the ice and 

fire may melt. 

 

Either fire, wind, thunder, or ice, wind, thunder, or plus the earth system, the space-time system also 

conflicts with all the departments, and space-time can cut any category. 

 

Originally, all banned curses should be raging on the field defense line, but now only three kinds can be 

released at a time, but there is also an advantage, that is, the fire meteor is more harmful to the crops 

on the field, and the pits blown out of the ground are deeper. 

 

Gertz stood at the rear and used the telescope to look at the situation in the field in front of him, and 

said with a laugh: “This revision is really good for me, and Lu Yang is completely right now.” 

 

Coriolis said triumphantly: “The Brotherhood of Iron-Blood Brothers now feels uncomfortable, but this is 

nothing, and they will know when they attack, what is the real difficulty.” 

 

“A group of people who have become monks halfway dare to call military geniuses. I will let them know 

who is the real military commander.” Cole said with a sneer. 

 

Jerez haha said with a smile: “How could they compare with you, in this respect, you are experts.” 

 

Everyone laughed, but just as they talked, the crops on the fields within tens of thousands of square 

kilometers were all burned by the fire meteor, exposing the crisscrossing and defensive positions in the 

fields. 

 

Lu Yang used telescopes to observe the positions. He found that the enemy’s positions were equivalent 

to military standards, including one-line positions, U-shaped positions, creeping trenches, and bunkers. 

 

Looking further back, you can see that the enemy’s position is three rings in total, and each ring is very 

large, so that there is a lot of space to mobilize. Among the players who have their heads in the front 

row, all of them are banned mages. And super long range shooter and shield battle, healing. 



 

Xia Yuwei couldn’t help but frown and said: “No conventional melee occupations are in the first row. 

This group of people is lining up in accordance with standard modern warfare.” 

 

Three thousand killing swords and others couldn’t think of a solution for a while, and on the other side, 

Gertz was very satisfied with this circular fortification. Before on the sand table, he felt that this 

defensive formation was very good, and said with a confident smile : “I see how the Brotherhood of the 

Iron-Blood Brothers attacked.” 

 

Coriolis said: “Under the situation that no one can understand, who attacked and who suffered, and 

who defended who is suitable, what we have to do now is to defend. All attacks are mainly based on 

long-range occupations. When the anti-war is approaching, we will use the next **** to fight them back. 

If the enemy is bombed with long-range spells, we will use the shield to defend. In short, we will kill Lu 

Yang here until he takes the initiative to retreat.” 

 

Gertz said excitedly: “Okay, just do it.” 

 

Perhaps due to the influence of Gertz, the players of the Liberty Legion, as a whole, look like a rainbow, 

and the photos are more than ten million times stronger than yesterday’s decline. 

 

Xia Yuwei stood beside Lu Yang and put away the telescope and said, “Shall I have a tentative attack?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “First launch a few offensives to allow the brothers to adapt to the new 

version of the fighting style.” 

 

Xia Yuwei nodded, looked at the Three Thousand Killing Sword and Hansha, and said, “Mobilize 10 

legions and conduct a tentative attack.” 

 

“Yes.” Han Sha said. 

 

The team of players who had already been prepared, came out of 10 legions and 1 million players. After 

a little whole team, they launched an attack towards the front of this field. 

 



“Remember brothers, you cannot use range attack skills.” 

 

“Long-distance occupations must take care of their own brothers, rather than attack, they can also give 

their own family seconds.” 

 

“The lower gods should never use range skills, especially backward attacks. Let’s compare a game, who 

kills most of their own home, and hang a pig’s head after the battle.” 

 

“Oh~!” 

 

… 

 

Millions of players are attacking forward, and the commanders in the team use various methods to 

persuade everyone not to use skills blindly. 

 

Unfortunately, even in this case, when the battle started, the attack of his family was still messed up. 

When the enemy fire coverage came, some players subconsciously used the range attack skills. 

 

Take the fire energy gathering flame as an example. This is a cone-shaped skill that can shoot 150 

meters after the energy gathering. When they were released before, it doesn’t matter even if there is a 

player in front. Now it is released. The player standing in front suddenly A large area was burned. 

 

“Who.” 

 

“Which idiot.” 

 

“Second, you will use flames to kill you.” 

 

… 

 



After a period of turmoil, the battle continued to move forward, but before rushing to the enemy, the 

whole team collapsed. The team led by Hansha said bitterly: “It’s too difficult. The enemy’s fire is fierce. 

Our people are also I don’t understand.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “No hurry, change another 1 million people to attack, remember, pick out 

those who don’t understand, let them rest for a while, integrate the ones that can understand, after 

trying the attack three times, I lead You beat the enemy in a wave.” 

 

“Boss, do you have a way?” Han Sha asked excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said: “The group of idiots who think of themselves as military geniuses across the 

ground do not understand the essence of this game. From the time they used a circular position, they 

were doomed to their failure. Go, pick me out and really understand People, don’t bring in the stupid 

people who put their skills on the battlefield. The chance of this kind of attack is only once or twice, and 

when there are more, the opposite side will react.” 

 

Hansha nodded, and quickly continued to take people to test the players. 

 

On the other side, the whole team is full of enthusiasm, Liu Yunpeng, Lovely Queen, Prison Hades, Wan 

Zhonghui, Liu Ruohuai and Jiang Chen. 

 

Compared to ordinary players, no one can understand the most elite legions under Lu Yang’s men 

because they are really battle-hardened, and everyone is already a war expert. The new requirements 

were quickly understood by them. 

 

“It’s not that you can’t use range attack skills and fully believe in the brothers around you. This is not a 

nonsense. Which war among us is not fought by the brothers around us.” 

 

“Simple and simple, our long-distance profession has never shot bows and arrows into our family.” 

 

“Big sister, I’ll just walk in front of you.” 

 

… 



 

A group of leaders are more confident than others. 

 

Lu Yang looked at them with a smile and said, “Your task today is not to attack this field.” 

 

“Ah? Don’t let us join the battle, boss.” The Zhenlu Hades was anxious. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and signaled him not to worry, said: “It is not that you are not allowed to participate in 

the war, but that you are not fighting here. Your battle location is southeast.” 

 

“Southeast direction.” The cute queen responded very quickly, and immediately opened her eyes wide: 

“Boss, do you want to fight the Claudio area? We are going to attack the fortress of light or the fortress 

of fire marks?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded with a smile and said, “Very correct. Be prepared for an assault. There is a tendency to 

win on the frontline battlefield. I will immediately ask you to fly to the corona fortress. This time we 

attacked the fortress without light. Remember now Keep it secret and don’t allow opponents to talk 

about it.” 

 

“Yes.” The people nodded in reply, each preparing to go. 

 

Lu Yang returned to the battlefield, Xia Yuwei said to Lu Yang: “It has been tried 6 times, and many 

unsuitable players have been sorted out, and those who can adapt are sent to the rear to regroup.” 

 

“Very well, we are not in a hurry. The war started at 2 am and we still have 5 hours to prepare.” Lu Yang 

smiled, and then he said to Xia Yuwei: “There is one more thing, tell the brothers, we have already With 

the certainty of winning, I am just picking players now. At this time, we must stabilize our position.” 

 

In the case where the continuous attack was blocked and most people did not participate in the attack, 

as morale fell, more and more players wanted to withdraw from the battle. At this time, someone 

shouted that the blood brothers failed, and the rear did not know. Players can quickly defeat. 

 



This kind of example is very common in the last life, and countless self-assuming guilds have turned over 

in this gutter. 

 

One of the most famous battles of the last life was when Liu Jie and ten million players were fighting 

against the enemy. The players behind Liu Jie were restless because of the unfavourable situation. Run, 

the whole team is defeated. 

 

Lu Yang doesn’t want to be another Liu Jie. The reason why he didn’t let everyone go together is that on 

the one hand, the more people there are, the more people die. 

 

Xia Yuwei knew what Lu Yang was worried about, and said loudly to the army commanders under his 

command: “The boss of Lu Yang has found a way to break the enemy. All the army commanders 

restrained his army, which army group had a problem, and he was removed on the spot.” .com” 

 

More than 500 army commanders also felt that the situation in the team was wrong, but they had no 

previous experience in dealing with this matter and did not know what to say. When they heard Xia 

Yuwei’s words, they all understood it, and quickly released information to their men. 

 

For a time, the restless team gradually became stable, and at the same time, after a round of screening, 

millions of players here were regrouped, and the 1.5 million players who could fully execute the 

command were separated. A new battle sequence has been compiled. 

 

On the other side. 

 

Gertz has seen through the video that Lu Yang has become agitated on the side. While he was happy, he 

found that Lu Yang’s order calmed everyone down. 

 

“Well, there is still a way to crack my ring formation. I want to see, why do you crack it.” Gertz cursed. 

 

Coriolis frowned and looked around the ring formation. He didn’t think Lu Yang was talking casually. It 

was impossible for such a conference chairman to tell lies, but he glanced around carefully and didn’t 

see any flaws. 

 



“There’s a problem here, or a problem,” Coriolis murmured frowningly. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1826 - Giant waves and thunder 

  

Military players such as Cole, Seaman and Andari were right next to Coriolis, and all thoughts were 

heard, and a group of players played on the sand table for half a day. Finally, Seaman raised his head 

fiercely and said, “No, We missed something.” 

 

“What’s the matter?” Coriolis asked quickly. 

 

Seaman pointed to the circular position and said: “Water and thunder, damn, I ignored this. If 

everything simulates reality, if Luyang attacks with water-based spells and thunder-based spells, our 

tunnel will become a pond, Although the damage of thunder and lightning can’t directly hit the player, it 

can hit the pond, even with conduction, our players will also be hit hard. 

 

If Wan Leiqi made it, our position was simply paperless. Now we are like a group of cows and sheep to 

be slaughtered. This circular position can no longer be used. Quickly retreat and let everyone withdraw 

from the position. “ 

 

Coriolis, Andari, and others listened to Seaman’s words, and then they reacted. Everyone’s face 

suddenly showed a terrified expression, but when they thought of retreating, they became hesitant 

again. 

 

“The position we just established, just withdraw?” 

 

“We made a package ticket with Gertz for this circular position. If we give up such a large place now, our 

prestige in the Gertz team will be gone.” 

 



“Yeah, those vice presidents and commanders of the army will no longer look down upon us.” 

 

… 

 

They didn’t want to lose face in the first game, but Coriolis was different from them and said excitedly: 

“Even without us, Gertz will use this kind of positional warfare, but it is not as clever as our circular 

position. Therefore, we are not ashamed. If this battle is defeated, we are really ashamed.” 

 

“But can Lu Yang be as smart as Seaman imagined?” Andali asked. 

 

“Lu Yang has been playing in this game for almost 6 years. He doesn’t know anything, he doesn’t 

understand anything. He knows everything you don’t understand, don’t play tricks on him, let alone 

have it in front of him. Any fluke, you can’t play with him at all.” Seaman said excitedly. 

 

Coriolis sighed a long time and nodded. “Siman was right. I asked Gerz to order his men to retreat and 

reorganize the line of defense.” 

 

Everyone was speechless. 

 

Gertz was standing at the forefront of the battlefield at this time, looking excitedly at the waves of 

wrecked Brothers of the Iron-Blood League. I don’t know how long he didn’t feel the joy of victory, 

watching the players. With the death of the blockbuster, he has felt that he is about to become the 

ultimate winner. 

 

He will not hesitate to give a speech on various platforms in major TV stations and games around the 

world, and make a ruthless mocking of Lu Yang. He will let everyone know how unbearable and 

unhealthy the undefeated God of War is in front of him. . 

 

“Just hit me, hit hard.” Gertz growled, gritting his teeth. 

 

Coriolis saw Gertz and quickly came to his side and said, “Your Excellency President.” 

 



“Oh~! It’s Coriolis.” Gertz now sees Coriolis more and more likes it. Without him, Gerez’s deputy 

presidents can also arrange a tunnel defense line, but they can form a circular position. They can’t 

arrange this meticulous high-end position. 

 

Before there was no battle, he could not feel the difference between this position and the ordinary 

position. Now that he has come to the actual battlefield, he knows how many times the circular position 

is stronger than the ordinary tunnel. 

 

“It’s really the right thing to come to you. I won the war and I reward you.” Gertz said with a big smile. 

 

Coriolis said awkwardly: “Your Excellency, your words make me feel ashamed. I apologize to tell you that 

we must retreat.” 

 

“Retreat?” Gertz frowned sharply and asked, “Why retreat?” 

 

Coriolis said: “I suspect that Lu Yang may use a mixture of water spells and thunder spells against us. 

Although we have a spillway, once the enemy’s water spells are too many, the water volume cannot be 

discharged in a short time. In the case of the pond, the enemy’s thunder spell attacks and the players in 

our tunnel will die.” 

 

Gertz listened to Coriolis blankly, and then he glared at Coriolis angrily and said, “What do you think 

about it now? Only now, do you know, now withdraw from the battle, mine How much is the loss, can 

you afford it?” 

 

Coriolis shrugged his shoulders and said, “I’m sorry about this matter, but this is the truth. If I don’t 

come to you, your men will not find these things, and your failure will be even worse.” 

 

“You.” Gertz was speechless and scolded: “Look back to you to settle the accounts. All the vice 

presidents and the commander of the army gather to prepare for retreat.” 

 

The voice just fell. 

 



On the other side of the battlefield, Lu Yang looked at Hai Lang and the 200,000 Water Masters behind 

him, and said, “Let’s release together, and once flooded me 100,000 square kilometers of fields across.” 

 

“Yes.” The sea wave was full of excitement, looking back at the command of each team, shouting: 

“Tsunami Master Group, prepare~!” 

 

200,000 people took out the staff at the same time. 

 

“The tsunami~!” the waves roared. 

 

At the same time, 200,000 people pronounced spells. On the vast vast plain, on the side of the positions 

of the Brotherhood of Blood, suddenly there were countless blue water elves floating. 

 

Due to the large number of water elves, the entire sky is like opening a faint blue door, or the sky 

breaking a hole. 

 

Jerz saw the scene at a glance, and was shocked by the scene instantly. He muttered to himself: “There 

will be no such power.” 

 

The voice just fell. 

 

On the side of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood, a ten-kilometer tsunami suddenly swept in. The raging 

seawater was like a flood gate, and it was like a horse galloping, with a roaring sound, rolling up the dust 

on the ground, dark and earthy Brown came turbulently. 

 

The defensive player on the Gerds side is hiding in the position. Eight shield battles, four mages, four 

archers and two treatments form a small square, just like a small bunker. 

 

While they were waiting for the players of the Brotherhood of Blood to rush up again, all of a sudden, a 

huge wave of more than 20 meters high rushed over, and their reaction time was only 1 second by the 

tsunami mixed with sand and dust. Submerged in the position. 

 



“Thunder Master is preparing, cursing lightning storm is forbidden, ready~!” Lu Yang shouted. 

 

More than 200,000 thunder cursed mages took a step forward while raising their wands in memory of 

the cursed mages. 

 

The water elves in the sky had not yet dissipated. Countless violent blue elves danced with the water 

elves together. After 5 seconds, the black cloud fell to a height of only 200 meters above the circular 

position covered by the tsunami. 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

… 

 

The friction sound of thunder and lightning in the clouds seemed to explode. When the blue and purple 

arcs appeared in a large range in the black clouds, countless thunder and lightning fell simultaneously 

and bombarded the area covered by seawater violently. 

 

Players of the Free Legion, who had been submerged in the ring position, had just struggled out of the 

water, thunder and lightning fell in the sky, and the defense war quickly raised their shields to protect 

the mage, archer and healers around them. All were electrocuted. 

 

“This, how is this possible?” 

 

“They were not hit by lightning.” 

 

“How did you die?” 

 

… 

 

Players who don’t respond well don’t know the reason yet, but on the other side, Lu Yang doesn’t give 

them a chance to think. 

 



“The whole army attacked!” Lu Yang waved his hand, and nearly 1.5 million players who completed the 

team formally launched an attack on the ring position. 

 

The formation of the entire team is very scattered, and it is no longer the shield war, but the earth 

mages protected by the shield war. Their role is that once the enemy releases the same tsunami spell, all 

earth mages release the most Simple earth wall skills to block enemy spell attacks. 

 

“In the future, the role of anti-war will be greatly weakened, and the earth-based mages will replace the 

role of anti-war. The war has entered the era of true mages.” Lu Yang left a sentence to Xia Yuwei, with 

the lovely queen and the prisoner Pluto , Liu Ruohuai and Wan Zhonghui and others flew to the Corona 

Fortress. 

 

The battle in the five villages behind the orange fortress is already a must-have war, and Lu Yang does 

not need to worry about it again, as long as Xia Yuwei continues to attack in this way according to his 

method, the Gerzi side, who has been knocked out, is bound to resist Can’t help but retreat to a farther 

area to reorganize the defense. 

 

As long as Gerlz’s headquarters fails, even all the fortresses in the frontline area with purple, blue, red 

and green fortresses will be terminated by the victory of the Brotherhood of BloodSpecial Space Inside, 

Lu Yang took advantage of Wan Zhonghui’s team outside the Coronation Fortress and said to the White 

Lion and Zhuojiu: “Now there are only two roads in front of Gerz, or you can watch the defense of these 

fortresses. The player is divided by us to destroy them, or, let everyone take the initiative to die, exit this 

defense zone, no matter how he chooses, you can attack these fortresses as much as possible, they will 

not have any reinforcements.” 

 

Once the defensive positions of these five villages are broken, all the underground teleportation lines 

around will be occupied by the Brotherhood of Iron-Blood Brothers. Inside these fortresses, you will no 

longer be supplied with any equipment and potions. The Brotherhood is the winner. 

 

“The boss is assured that we must fight a beautiful annihilation battle.” Kuai Ai said excitedly. 

 

White Lion, Zhou Tianming and others nodded one after another. They had already felt the upcoming 

victory. After playing with their brothers for so many days, they could finally enjoy the victory. 

 

“Go busy, boss, I should attack the Forbidden Fortress.” Lu Yang said with a smile. 



 

“I wish the big banner a victory.” Everyone bowed to each other and then exited the special space. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1827 - Claudio regional shock 

  

Lu Yang smiled and watched them leave, and at the same time sent invitations to Parame, Mariano and 

Navier, the three waiting were immediately entered the special space. 

 

“Your excellency.” The three bowed at the same time. 

 

Lu Yang looked at them with a smile and asked, “How is it going?” 

 

“Ready.” The three said together. 

 

As agreed before, Parame brought in 400,000 people, Mariano summoned 500,000 people, and Navier 

summoned to 800,000 people. If they weren’t worried about Gertz’s spies, the three of them could call 

again. There are more than 3 million people, but these people are enough now. The purpose of this war 

is just to eliminate Gertz’s fortress and open the gap in Claudio. Nothing else matters. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “The plan remains the same. Parame hits the Fortress of Great River, Mariano 

fights the condemnation of fortress, and the staff of Navier is divided into two parts, one for the Ba Ling 

Fortress and one for the Duo Xin Fortress. It’s set in an hour.” 

 

“Yes.” The three said together. 

 

Lu Yang withdrew from the special space, looked at De Bu, who had completed the team, and said: 

“With the Phoenix Legion and the Black Iron Warhawk Legion, they quickly flew over the Fortress, 



coordinates 1293823.1392033, there is an enemy underground transmission array, Pulled this 

teleportation array for me.” 

 

According to Lu Yang’s plan, the Grand Druid Army will be divided into two parts. The first part is only 

1,000 players. Their task is to sneak into the underground teleportation behind the light fortress, and 

after occupying it, hold it there. 

 

Another part flew over the Fortress without light, and cooperated with the ground players to attack, 

fighting for the battle to knock down the fortress. 

 

“Boss, rest assured, I will definitely complete the task.” German Buddy nodded hard, turned back to look 

upset and waited for the head of the army to say: “Big Druid Army, take off.” 

 

20,000 Phoenix and 50,000 Black Iron Warhawks, with 1,000 people as a team, fluttered their wings in 

batches. After circling in the air several times, they disappeared into the clouds and disappeared. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the pride of his side and said: “It’s time for you to show, the task of Thunder is all on 

you.” 

 

“Leave it to me.” Pride said with emotion. 

 

“Crazy Wolf Legion, transform.” 50,000 players turned into blood wolf form, 500 people as a team, 

running parallel and high speed forward. 

 

Lu Yang said to Liu Yunpeng, Wan Zhonghui and other large army commanders behind him: “The big 

troops followed me, and after the formation began, they used an accelerated scroll to run forward, and 

must reach the fortress within an hour.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 



“go ahead.” 

 

“The whole army advances.” 

 

… 

 

150,000 people walked slowly forward on their mounts. After 20 minutes, when the 150,000 people 

pulled out of the formation, they walked to the front of Lu Yang. The first one shattered the acceleration 

reel in his hand, which was originally at 200% speed The special legion of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood 

running forward suddenly increased its movement speed by 100% and traversed between the 

mountains and forests at a high speed of 300%. 

 

The same is true in the sky. Germans don’t taste corpses and become upset, and others have crushed 

the acceleration scroll. The speed of the Phoenix and the Black Iron Warhawk suddenly increased by 

100%. 

 

During the march of the Iron-Blood Brothers, on the other side, on the main battlefield of Gerz, more 

than 5 million players in the field were on a massive retreat. In this retreat, Margaret found himself 

standing Jerz at the end of the team organizes the players to fight against the blood brothers. 

 

“According to the news, there are a large number of players gathering in the Claudio area. I suspect that 

Claudio’s old department wants to take advantage of this opportunity to mess up.” Margaret said 

worriedly. 

 

“Asshole.” Gertz angered and scolded: “They did when I died, right? Even the Claudio area people 

wanted to see that I couldn’t make it out of trouble, I would never allow the Claudio area to be lost, I 

Absolutely not allowed.” 

 

Margaret frowned. “But no one can support the Claudio area anymore. If the enemy loots our major 

trade fortresses, it will have a great impact on us.” 

 

Gertz sneered and said, “I have been prepared for a long time. Since the dilution of shares, I have been 

prepared to continue dilution. I did not expect to come so fast.” 

 



“Will you dilute the shares?” Margaret asked in surprise. 

 

Gertz nodded and said, “On the one hand, I want to raise funds. On the other hand, I plan to implement 

the AB share plan. A shares are dividend shares. I only need 7% and the remaining 93%. I have all diluted 

out, and B shares are I have 75% of the decision-making power. Although there are less dividends, there 

are more people who are **** with my interests and more people I control. Moreover, this guild is still 

my sole responsibility.” 

 

This is the reorganization of the company after Gertz recruited an international financial expert and 

appointed it as the CFO. 

 

It seems that Gerlze has made less money, but in fact he has earned a lot. The money earned by the 

guild is only controlled by him. At the same time, the number of players managed by him in the guild can 

be more than the original. It came out several times. 

 

“It turns out that you already had this idea.” Margaret nodded in character, but was a little annoyed, 

because the recruited CFO was a woman, or a pretty and thoughtful woman. 

 

Gertz had no time to estimate Margaret’s jealousy and said, “You are here to stand up for me. I will 

arrange the Claudio area. I have already discussed with the presidents of more than a dozen guilds. 

Waiting to sign the contract.” 

 

For his guild, Gerlz almost gave away everything that he could get out. He opened up a special space 

with a face, and found the presidents of more than 30 guilds in the Claudio area. 

 

These guilds were all suppressed by Claudio, and were almost destroyed by Claudio. After Jerz defeated 

Claudio, they were pulled up and equipped with equipment, fortresses and a lot of supplies. . 

 

Nowadays, the number of these guilds is between 100,000 and hundreds of thousands of people. When 

Jerz diluted the shares last time, Jerz also found them and asked if they had these intentions. . 

 

Although there are many players in the hands of the thirty-plus guild leaders, there is also a good small 

company, which can be compared to the ants and elephants of the Liberty Corps guild of Gerz and the 

company of Gerlz. 



 

Now Gertz let them change from ants to a part of the elephant, even if they only occupy a little bit of 

shares, they are willing to join, once they win the gambling, help Gertz defeat Lu Yang, all of them All of 

the company’s shareholders are qualified to enter the Liberty Legion’s office building and have their 

own independent office. 

 

A human player headed by looked at others with a smile and said, “Everyone has no opinion. Boss Jerz 

treats us well, and now he gives us such a good opportunity to join the Legion of Liberty and become a 

guild shareholder. It is also a family business that continues to make money for our children and 

grandchildren, and we are not losing money.” 

 

Everyone looked at each other and said excitedly to Gertz: “Thank you, President,” 

 

Gertz smiled and took out 33 contracts and gave them to each of them, saying: “Then please sign, your 

contract is the same as the shareholders who joined the guild before, and has the right to pay 

dividends.” 

 

Everyone’s shares didn’t even reach 1%, but they still signed the contract happily. Gertz withdrew the 

contract and uploaded it to the system. After confirming the entry into force, he smiled and said to 

everyone: “Now Claudio’s old department may want to Trouble, trouble you to quickly gather players 

and kill these people.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“no problem.” 

 

“Leave it to us.” 

 

“It’s just a bunch of evil.” 

 

… 

 



The 33 vice presidents laughed and patted their chests, but the voice just fell, and more than a hundred 

low voices reached all of them. 

 

The system prompts: The Light Fortress Teleportation Array is destroyed by the Time-Space Breaker 

 

The system prompts: The fire mark fortress teleportation array is destroyed by the time and space 

breaker! 

 

The system prompts: Fortress of Heaven’s Condemnation… 

 

… 

 

The teleportation arrays of all the strongholds in the Claudio area were destroyed by the time and space 

magician on the Luyang side at the same time. 

 

“Damn, Lu Yang must have a conspiracy. Let’s gather the players quickly, and go through the 

underground transmission to the Fortress of Light and the Fortress of Fire. Make sure that these two 

fortresses cannot be lost.” Gertz said excitedly. 

 

Everyone of the 33 vice presidents knew the importance of these two fortresses, and they quickly 

summoned their players. But when they assembled their men, the other side, at the coordinate points 

given by Ponce, became annoyed and already brought 1,000 people. Flying to this area, looking at the 

cliff on the side of the canyon below, a small cave said: “There is the enemy’s underground teleportation 

array, it is really hidden enough, the lower **** rushed in with me and killed their teleportation array .” 

 

The 100 lower gods immediately followed behind them and became obsessed and rushed into the hole 

of the canyon. They just entered and became upset to see dozens of players sitting and chatting at the 

hole. 

 

“Human Form” 

 



He became upset and turned back into human form. left hand pointed forward, and a spell was shot, 

instantly killing these dozens of people, and then became upset and leapt to the depths of the cave, 

watching the glowing Teleportation, a punch broke the gang badge on the side shrine. 

 

“Report the boss, complete the mission of occupying the underground teleportation array!” said 

annoyed loudly. 

 

“Good job.” Lu Yang said. 

 

On the other side, Gertz had not left the special space yet. Suddenly receiving news that the 

underground teleportation was occupied by the Brotherhood of Blood, he was almost panicked and 

anxious. Fortunately, he persevered. 

 

Resisting the feeling of being top-heavy, he issued the last command to the crowd and said, “The whole 

is divided into four parts, led by Valdemar, Olki, Curis and Lusak, protecting the giant river, the 

condemnation, the eight Fortress of Ling and Zhuo Xin.” 

 

“Yes.” The people said together. 

 

At the next moment, Gertz withdrew from the special space and said to Margaret around him: “I 

immediately ordered the trade fortresses in the Claudio region to stop trading, the goods were hidden, 

and the people of Luyang came!” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1828 - Successfully hit the Claudio area 

  

Margaret was still unable to accept the fact that Lu Yang was about to enter the Claudio area. The Dusk 

Fortress and Fire Mark Fortress were still in their hands. Gertz gathered millions of players. Lu Yang was 

in Claudio front also can not provide too many players. 

 



“This, how is this possible?” Margaret said. 

 

Gertz couldn’t say it, he just had a hunch, and for a moment, he thought about the ins and outs of 

everything. 

 

Starting from Lu Yang leading the Iron-Blood Brotherhood to attack him with all his strength, until the 

Claudio area was suddenly attacked by a sneak attack, this was completely the trap set by Lu Yang. 

 

After several days of fierce fighting, Gertz and his men were exhausted. Without the ability to support 

him, he led the elite raid in the guild to the light fortress. This is too reasonable, but he did not expect 

there to be Claudio’s old department, the question now is, depends on the number of claudio’s old 

department. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

Margaret’s talker rang. He picked it up and saw it from the anchor Jakob who had a good relationship 

with them. 

 

“What’s the matter?” Margaret asked. 

 

“Thank goodness, you can still connect the phone.” Jakob said excitedly in a low voice: “Hurry up and 

find a way to order your men to defend in the Heavenly Condemnation, the Heartless Heart, the Eight 

Spirits and the Giant River Fortress, nearly 2 million old Claudio departments. Has returned to Lu Yang, 

and is moving towards these four fortresses.” 

 

“What? Are you sure?” Margaret asked in shock. 

 

Jakob looked around, lowering his voice and said, “Of course it is true. I am in the broadcast room. Now 

part of the world’s live broadcast is in the main battlefields such as the Blue Fortress and the Purple 

Fortress, and the other part is in the Claudio area. All the shots were given to these old Claudio clubs. 

Their slogan was to avenge Claudio. I can’t tell you more. The director over there called me, I should go 

back to the live broadcast.” 

 



“Thank you.” Margaret looked at the suddenly cut off beep and said to Gertz: “You guessed it, Lu Yang 

summoned the old Claudio department of nearly 2 million, and developed at this speed until tomorrow 

In the morning, Claudio’s old department will have more than 5 million people.” 

 

Gertz sighed in the sky and said, “We are no longer capable of guarding. It seems that I need the full 

support of other guilds and shrines.” 

 

At this point, the retreating player of the Liberty Legion had retreated to 50 kilometers away, and began 

to arm in the area behind the Skyfire Fortress. Taking advantage of the breathing opportunity, he could 

not direct the withdrawal of purple and blue fortress players to the shrine. A special space invitation was 

issued with Sanyou Weimen. 

 

The light flickered. 

 

Almost in a flash, Sanyoumen, Roland, the top of the temple organization, and the top of the saint 

organization appeared in the room. 

 

Sanyouwei looked at Gertz solemnly and said, “No need to talk nonsense, we know your purpose for 

coming to us. If you decide to resist in the end, we will give your full support.” 

 

Gertz wanted to threaten, but did not expect Sanyouweimen to go straight to the subject, and gratefully 

looked at Sanyouweimen and said: “I will never admit defeat, if you are willing to give your full support, 

then I will fight with Lu Yang in the end. “ 

 

Roland said: “In addition to money, I can provide 180-level and 170-level dark gold equipment. From 

today, I will let the players fully provide, at least 50,000 sets a day.” 

 

Sanyou Weimen said: “I can do it here, but the more important thing is that Fengshen Lei and Vulcan Lei 

can kill the lower gods, and the number of lower gods must be increased. This is the key to fighting the 

Iron-Blood Brotherhood. “ 

 

The saints, the temple, and several newly joined organizations, looked at each other. The representative 

of the temple organization, Kadar, said: “We are all committed to protecting these supplies. In the short 



term, you will get a lot of assistance, but compared to the blood We still have a certain gap in the 

quantity and quality of the Brotherhood.” 

 

Compared with the Fire Spirit Hall, organizations such as Saints and Temples still haven’t found a way to 

pass the Predator Brotherhood. The Predator Brothers produce 3rd-level artifacts. They still produce 

1st-level and 2nd-level artifacts. The quantity and materials such as Vulcan Thunder are against. 

 

Gertz looked at a few of them gratefully and said, “I will not let you provide these supplies in vain. After 

the battle is over, I will compensate at the current price. The time may be longer, but I will never say 

anything.” 

 

After speaking, Gertz left, and Sanyouweimen and Roland looked at each other. Roland said with 

exclamation: “I think Gertz is afraid that he can’t carry it this time, and our help is only extended. Just 

some time.” 

 

Sanyou Weimen said: “Let Gertz live one more day, and our region will be less threatened by the war for 

one day. I would rather the war happen in someone else’s area than in my area.” 

 

Roland nodded. The reason why they are willing to support Gertz in such a way is because Lu Yang 

defeated them. The next one is to find their trouble. As a last resort, they must give such full support. 

 

Unfortunately, they did not know that Lu Yang was doing this deliberately. Now Lu Yang is planning a big 

situation, a situation that makes everyone think that the Iron-Blood Brotherhood has finished this battle 

and is no longer able to open up to the outside world. 

 

On the march, Luyang’s large troops were able to see the ghost image of the Fortress of Light, and the 

ferocious Wolf Corps had begun an attack on the fortress. 

 

“I don’t know what happened to them.” The lovely queen said curiously. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “I hope he didn’t hit the fortress directly.” 

 



As the “pro-son” legion under Lu Yang’s hands, the ambitious crazy wolf warrior has always enjoyed the 

highest weaponry and reel configuration. Each time the battle is fought, the crazy wolf army can win ten 

times and one hundred times by the reel alone. enemy. 

 

“It is estimated that their demining work is coming to an end.” The Zhenlu Hades said with a smile. 

 

… 

 

The Fortress of Lightlessness, this is a dangerous pass similar to the Tiger’s Fortress. Claudio used this 

natural hazard to occupy the fortress from level 100 to level 170 for 2 years. 

 

The fortress is built in the gap between the two mountains. There is a 10-kilometer channel in front of 

the fortress. The widest part can only accommodate 100 people in parallel, and most places only have 

50 people in parallel. 

 

In order to defend this place, Gertz has been laid out with 100,000 players around the city wall, as well 

as dozens of lower gods. Normally, it should be like a tiger’s mouth fortress, it is extremely difficult to 

fight down. 

 

But what time is it now, unlike the previous guarding of the Tiger’s Fortress, there was no subordinate 

**** at that time, only relying on ordinary players to attack, and in the case of catapults, traps, and 

players desperately fighting, Tiger’s Mouth could hold it. 

 

Now that there are lower gods, ordinary traps have no effect on them, and the mad wolf army is known 

for its high-speed movement and rapid disguise. 

 

Starting from the entrances of the two mountains, Ping An Wan set out a very simple position. Nearly a 

hundred subordinate gods of the team lined up and rushed towards the front. 

 

“boom” 

 

“Wow” 

 



… 

 

Various traps exploded on their bodies with great pride, but they were frozen to no avail, and the 

damage could not beat the blood. They rushed to the distance from the wall of the lightless fortress, and 

they were blocked. 

 

“Call me to destroy these lower gods.” Commander Komas of the Fortress of Lights pointed to the city 

and roared repeatedly. 

 

Countless players took Fengshen Thunder and Vulcan Thunder in their hands, and threw them according 

to their pride, but at this time, there were sharp waves of birdsong in the sky. 

 

De Bu didn’t taste the corpse and led the Phoenix Legion and the Black Iron Warhawk Legion through 

the clouds, hovering over the fortress, each of them holding a secondary banned scroll in his mouth. 

 

“Preparing the curse, let’s put it!” De Bu didn’t taste the corpse and issued orders. Thousands of 

secondary curses were thrown into the fortress wall in turn. Suddenly, the wind, lightning, and flames 

gathered together. The defensive players on the wall Had to hide in the bunker, only the next **** 

could stay on the wall. 

 

Seeing the opportunity coming, the pride and enthusiasm raised the sky and howled, with the lower 

gods of his men, jumped into the fortress and jumped close to the enemy’s lower gods. 

 

“The next **** joins the battle with me.” Germany does not taste the corpse and fears that one side 

can’t beat the opponent, and jumps down with dozens of lower gods. Together, the number of lower 

gods exceeds 100, far more than the other Coma. The number of lower gods on the Sri Lankan side is 

larger, and soon, the Comas side fell into the disadvantage. 

 

In fact, normally, Comas should not fail so fast here, the reason is still the Ponzi high density, which 

caused the hidden transmission point to be terminated. 

 

Without outside support, Comas can’t stand here in the face of the attack from the next god. Therefore, 

when Lu Yang came to the Fortress without light, the battle was over, and he directly climbed the city 

wall. 



 

“Boss, you are late.” Said with pride. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Good job. You and De Bu didn’t taste the corpse and immediately returned to 

Xia Yuwei with the main force. Follow her as far as you can.” 

 

“Yes.” Wanzong Wande and De Bu didn’t taste the body and immediately led the team away. 

 

At this time, Xia Yuwei’s battlefield continued, and with a single Skyfire Fortress, Gerlze couldn’t resist it 

and should retreat. 

 

Lu Yang watched them use the telescope to leave and said, “All the staff followed me to the Tuhe 

Fortress. We are sitting here and waiting for the good news from Claudio’s old department.” 

 

Everyone nodded, and when the whole crew set off, the lovely queen came to Lu Yang and asked, “Boss, 

is there another fire mark fortress? There are 100,000 people there.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “The people there have already gone, I deliberately did not use the world-

separating skills on the fire mark fortress, they should all be gone at this time.” 

 

As Lu Yang said, when the players of the Fire Scarred Fortress learned that the Iron-Blood Brotherhood 

had laid down the Dusk Fortress, and Lu Yang came personally, in fear, most people would no longer 

listen to the command and all ran away. 

 

Seeing this scene, the remaining players guarding the Firescar Fortress could only run out of the fortress, 

look for an area where they can teleport, and return to the Gerz area. 

 

After two hours. 

 

Lu Yang came to the Tuhe Fortress. There are two fortresses away from the Fortress of Light. It is the 

middle position of the Giant River, Heavenly Condemnation, Zhuoxin and Baling Fortress. 

 



The personnel had just settled down, and the three of Parame, Mariano and Navier came to Tuhe 

fortress with their elite men. 

 

In the fortress hall, the three of them excitedly said to Lu Yang: “We won.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and looked at the three of them. He knew that the Gerzi power in the Claudio region 

could no longer provide any money for Gerzi. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1830 - Tough battle 

  

“Alas, the treatment on the opposite side is really good, the money is paid for the murder.” 

 

“Isn’t it? We can change the guild points and equipment here, the gap is too big.” 

 

“This is obviously mocking us. How can I still fight? I can’t use my strength anymore. I feel like I’m boring 

on the battlefield.” 

 

… 

 

There is no need for Gerlz to go out too much publicity, and different voices have begun to appear in the 

player team of the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

As the saying goes, there is a sense of unfairness and unevenness. Now the players of the Brotherhood 

of Blood have an unfair feeling. Why should the players on the opposite side fight for their bosses, they 

can get real gold and silver. The guild points are indeed. 

 



For a whole day, the players of the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood were in a lonely state. They loved the 

half life and the white lion. They didn’t think Lu Yang needed to mortgage 30% of the shares in exchange 

for 30 billion euros in cash. You can see this scene now. Only then did they understand how wise Lu 

Yang is. Without this move, if the enemy is attacking now, I am afraid that they will not be able to 

support it for a day. Players who are unwilling to fight will quickly give up their existing positions and 

defeat them as a whole. There will not be many players in the team willing to fight for his Brotherhood. 

 

“Awful.” White Lion said. 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “This is the power of the human heart, it depends on the boss.” 

 

… 

 

The eyes of the vice presidents became deeper, because, when they led the players to regroup, Lu Yang 

had used the teleportation skills to return to the Celestial God City. After finding a hotel to rest, he quit 

the game. 

 

This evening is the day when he signed equity mortgage agreements with dozens of banks. This was 

something that Lu Yang had set before. 

 

When the frontal battlefield was still in war, thousands of media in more than one hundred countries 

had come to rest in the hotel rented by the Brotherhood of Blood. 

 

Now that the time for the development conference has arrived, Lu Yang came to the press conference 

hall on the seventh floor, looked at the media reporters who had arrived, and the representatives of the 

various banks that were in place. He smiled and went up. 

 

“Click” 

 

“Click” 

 

… 

 



The sound of the flashing lights sounded one after another. Lu Yang was already used to such scenes. 

After shaking hands with the representatives of major banks, he returned to his seat and looked at the 

media reporters at the scene. He said: “Today, I officially announced The Brotherhood of Iron-Blood 

Brothers intends to mortgage 30% of its shares to borrow 30 billion euros in cash from banks.” 

 

At this moment, countless people did not press the shutter button of the camera in their hands, but 

made a sound of exclamation, and then the sound of the shutter sounded. 

 

Hitomi came to the scene as a reporter and first stood up and asked: “Chairman Lu Yang, do you still 

have this idea because of Gerz’s behavior?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled at Hitomi and spread his hands and said, “You also saw that this could not be a 

temporary intent. I also sent you an invitation letter three days ago. It was not this thing that was 

announced. I can’t always Announced that I would like to invite the governors to come to me for a 

barbecue.” 

 

Everyone laughed at the scene, and Hitomi sat down with a smile. She needs to help Lu Yang clarify the 

news to players around the world. It has been clarified. She does not need to ask anything else. 

 

A European reporter stood up and asked, “Chairman Lu Yang, according to our understanding, Chairman 

Gertz has decided to give his men a combat allowance. Will you do the same?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Of course I will do this, and the fighting bonuses of my players are better than theirs, 

killing 10 lower gods or 100 ordinary players, I will give 60 euros.” 

 

Everyone at the scene exclaimed again. 

 

“This is simply burning money, a battle of tens of millions of people. If you burn money like this, 30 

billion euros may not burn for too long.” Another reporter said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “I admire President Jerz’s determination to defend his guild, but I also want to reiterate 

that the Brotherhood of Blood has the ambition to occupy a new continent, and all players under my 

banner will maintain the same goal as me. All of us will fight with all our strength and lay down the 

whole new continent, proving that our Predator Brotherhood is the only king in this game.” 



 

Everyone applauded in unison. At the same time, the press conference was open to all audiences in 

front of the TV, as well as all the Jagged Brothers players in the game and the Jerz side preparing to 

launch an attack. 

 

Gertz, who was informed of the news, twitched in excitement and said with palpitation: “Fortunately, I 

announced this decision in advance, otherwise, we will have no place to bury, no place to bury tonight.” 

 

Coriolis, Margaret and others looked at Gertz with exclamation. Margaret said: “You are already very 

strong. I’m afraid I’ll be replaced by someone else. I already said that.” 

 

Gertz nodded. He believed that Marguerite said this sincerely. At least, Olma, Gherga, Heisha, Tianlong, 

Yidengtian and Park Renyi all failed. If Sanyouweimen is not With so many people protecting him, his 

area has long been occupied by Lu Yang. 

 

So far, he has been able to fight against the Iron-Blood Brothers for 5 days, and he has only shown a 

little decline, only him. 

 

“Shall we increase the reward limit?” Coriolis asked suddenly. 

 

Gertz shook his head and said: “No, tell my brothers, I don’t have enough money to raise money, but we 

can’t give up the guild because of this. If the guild loses, we lose more. For the guild, I ask them to do 

their best. Combat.” 

 

Seaman nodded and said, “If we use the mourning style, we can return to the contest with Lu Yang. This 

is not a problem.” 

 

Gertz looked at Seaman and asked, “What’s your opinion?” 

 

Seaman put the three-dimensional map in front of everyone and said: “The problem is that our first 

barrier is gone. Lu Yang can choose more offensive routes. On the one hand, we must ensure that the 

economic fortress behind is normal. On the other hand, we also need to ensure that the 180-level lower 

**** area near the front line is not attacked by the Brotherhood of Blood, only to ensure the safety of 

these areas, with the materials and equipment provided by the temple organization every day, we can 



also produce Part of it comes out, then we have the ability to continue fighting with Lu Yang. 

Furthermore, the money we promised can also be exchanged with the materials of the lower gods, so 

that we can save a lot of money.” 

 

Gertz glanced at Seaman, and said: “Your method is very good, just do it, you continue.” 

 

Seaman bowed slightly and said, “Now we should make new choices, abandon the vast fortresses 

outside, re-arm at the locations of the dangerous pass and take advantage of the terrain to smooth the 

gap between our number and the Brotherhood of Blood. “ 

 

“Yes.” Gertz said, looking at the map. 

 

Seaman went on to say: “Another one, we will set up an underground teleportation array again, 

connecting the defensive power connection points with the 180 level map fortresses everywhere, to 

ensure that the defenders in these places can continue to fight with the Iron-Blood Brotherhood.” 

 

Gertz quickly accepted Seaman’s suggestion. He clearly knew that as long as he kept the economic 

fortress behind, players could continue to do business in the fortress, and he continued to obtain 

economic sources of energy, allowing him to have a longer-lasting battle. ability. 

 

On the other hand, as long as he guards the large fortress in the 180-level area, he has the ability to 

obtain related resources, so Gertz quickly issued an order. 

 

Taking advantage of the fact that the players of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood alternated day and night  

and the gap of the whole team, Gertz led all the players to retreat. 

 

All the way back to the distance of 2 strongholds, the defense lines were re-established in Fire Wolf 

Mountain, Ice Dragon Mountain, Poison Mountain and Iron Wall Valley. 

 

On the sides of these four lines of defense are the 180-level map Dark Abyss, Sky City, Bright Castle and 

Wanshu Forest, corresponding to the four control areas of the Nine Pillars. 

 



Lu Yang had known the news when Gerds had just retreated, but he really couldn’t attack, the players at 

night were quitting the game to rest, and the players during the day were on the line, he couldn’t attack. 

 

At the same time, he also knew the enemy’s defense line, but he didn’t care about the enemy’s 

thoughts, what really interested him were the four 180-level maps. 

 

These four areas are all deeply cultivated areas such as temples and saints. It must be difficult to fight 

here, but if it is defeated here, Gerrze’s supply will be cut off a lot. 

 

At the beginning, he had the idea of playing here, but he did not expect the enemy’s reaction to be 

slower than him, and he quickly began to divide the defense. It is conceivable that the defensive 

strength of these four 180-level maps is extremely strong, and they are also at their home field. , Need 

another arduous battle. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1831 - Scary Mangrove Forest 

  

Inside a special space. 

 

Pangs appeared beside Lu Yang, along with Xia Yuwei, the White Lion, and all the major vice presidents. 

 

In front of them, there is a giant three-dimensional three-dimensional sand table, which shows the first 

map Lu Yang wants to attack-Wanshu Forest. 

 

Pons pointed to the huge tree house complex in the huge Wanshu Forest and said with exclamation: 

“This Wanshu Forest is more a forest complex than a forest. 

 

In each big tree, there are dozens of tree houses, there are various thorns and vines on the ground, and 

hidden holes. 



 

I once took the main players to follow the temple organization to fight the Wanshu Forest once. I knew 

the situation here clearly. The temple organization was playing monsters on the north side of the 

Wanshu Forest. The trees here are very special. Items such as Shenlei can explode into a hole, but the 

trees will soon heal themselves. “ 

 

Lu Yang frowned and looked here. In the last life, he had never hit Wanshu Forest. He had just heard of 

this place and said, “Where has the shrine hit? How do they arm?” 

 

Pons said: “A part of the main force of the temple is opening the north entrance of the Wanshu Forest 

every day. Because there are the least scrubbing monsters, the number of bosses in the lower gods is 

the least, and there are no lord monsters, so it is the easiest to enter here. 

 

At present, they have reached the depth of the area of 5 hours away from Wanshu Forest, and formally 

entered the core area of Wanshu Forest. If they set up a defense line at the entrance, we are fighting 

hard bit by bit, there is no other good idea. “ 

 

Lu Yang recalled carefully in his mind that in his memory, when the Wanshu Forest was open to 

wasteland, all people entered from the north entrance, because other areas, poisonous flowers and 

poisonous grasses everywhere, were highly venomous at the lower **** level The damage is very high. 

 

The blood loss per second is more than 100 points. A junior lower-level **** has a total of less than 100 

points of blood. He will die when he enters. Even if he wears the third-level lower-level **** equipment, 

the blood volume has just exceeded 200 points. , Can’t bear to die in 2 seconds. 

 

“It seems that there is only one way to attack this road.” Lu Yang muttered to himself. 

 

Pence said: “Yes, it is expected that the number of defensive players here will not be less than 2 million. 

You have to be prepared. Sanyouweimen, Rogers and the Temple and other organizations will deliver 

equipment and materials to Gertz. Hard to beat.” 

 

Due to Seaman’s defensive strategy, Gerlze retreated continuously, and the personnel were kept at the 

checkpoint position. They can reserve enough manpower to defend the 180-level maps, and there are 

underground teleportation arrays in the depths of these maps. 



 

The hard-working half-life said: “I will let me be the main attack, I want to try. 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “I also want to try.” 

 

Lu Yangxiao looked at the two of them and said, “For a while, I will spend half my life in charge of 

attacking Wanshu Forest, and Yu Wei is in charge of attacking Huolang Mountain. No matter which of 

these two areas is hit, it will be a heavy blow to the enemy.” 

 

The two nodded. 

 

Lu Yang then said: “Another one, we don’t need to rush to attack. After a while, all the lower gods go to 

the Fire Spirit Tower for a turn. In this kind of protracted battle, we need to fight slowly, and logistics 

supply is the most important. Important.” 

 

In this battle, Lu Yang needed to use absolute strength to crush Gertz, but he also had to pretend to be 

under-equipped. 

 

Normally, Lu Yang can’t do this, but now there is a game city in the Iron-Blood Brotherhood, and only 

the players of the Game City can enter the Fire Spirit Tower. Therefore, how many lower gods can the 

Iron-Blood Brothers produce every day, and how big can it be. The scale of the war is not clear to 

anyone outside. 

 

“The boss is assured, we will organize people to go.” White Lion said. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Let’s go get busy. With these 30 billion euros, I can stick to a month. During 

this month, everyone will let go of the fight, and they will become soldiers. Let all the teams know as 

soon as possible. New ways of fighting.” 

 

“Yes.” The people said together. 

 

Lu Yang waved his hand, and everyone withdrew from the special space, quickly took the subordinate 

gods under him, and entered the Fire Spirit Tower in turn to start making copies. 



 

Two hours later, 50,000 talents came out of the copy, and at the same time brought out the subordinate 

**** materials of nearly 5,000 people. 

 

According to the agreement, Lu Yang gave the materials of 200 people to Neville, and took out the 

materials of 200 people to share with Li Wenxing and Pado. The remaining 4,600 materials were all used 

by the players in the War Studios. Body. 

 

At this point, the Iron-Blood Brothers League has produced another 5,000 subordinate gods. These 

people were arranged by Lu Yang to the depths of the lava sea, responsible for excavating the **** fire 

crystal and killing the fire ant beast, and getting the fire ant beast skin. 

 

There were more than 200 subordinate geniuses who were originally responsible for digging and fighting 

monsters here, and suddenly increased by 4,600 people. The speed of acquiring materials has more than 

doubled. 

 

In particular, Lu Yang also wore Fish’s skin, pitted and abducted, and gathered his men one by one into 

an area, allowing players of the Brotherhood of Blood to kill them. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the next gods who were working hard and showed a satisfied expression. Han Yu, who 

was responsible for the security of this area, came to Lu Yang and said: “Brother, it is very safe here 

recently. The enemy who opposed you before was beaten by me. I have retreated several times, and I 

dare not come again, it is estimated to be transferred back to play equipment.” 

 

A large number of players who had enmity with Lu Yang before were found by someone who didn’t 

know who had the game back, and relying on the equipment of the next god, they made troubles for Lu 

Yang everywhere. Later, Lu Yang had to separate Han Yu and Han Ying. And 12 people including Han Yu 

were transferred back. 

 

A defensive lava sea and a defensive fortress outside, this divided the enemy’s killing a bit, but it was 

precisely because of this that Lu Yangmingming had 15 inferior gods with a reaction speed of about 0.1 

seconds unable to participate in the frontal battle. . 

 



Lu Yang said: “Continue to guard here, don’t let the enemy have a chance to come here, if they detect 

that we have so many subordinate gods, the direction of the frontal battlefield will change as a whole, 

and your responsibility is now more than that of the frontal battlefield. Important.” 

 

Han Yu said: “Big brother, rest assured, I know.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded. He used the teleportation scepter to fly to the front battlefield. Now, he needs to 

pretend to take a look at the frontal battlefield. 

 

Two hours later, he flew to Fire Wolf Mountain and looked down from the sky. The whole battlefield 

was in a dogfight. 

 

The shape of Huolang Mountain is the shape of a wolf head. The two sides are engaged in a fierce 

confrontation around the position of the wolf mouth. Xia Yuwei is attacking with all his strength, but the 

space is limited, and only a few thousand people can attack at the same time, resulting in Xia Yuwei’s 

attack has been in a stagnation state. 

 

At the top of Fire Wolf Mountain, Gertz saw Lu Yang standing proudly on the back of the flying dragon in 

the distance, gritting his teeth and cursing: “I see what you can do now.” 

 

Lu Yang did not find Gertz. He turned to the direction of Wanshu Forest. This forest does not allow 

players to fly. Once entering the forest area, the flying dragon suppressed by Shenwei will actively 

reduce the height, and the flying carpet will directly lose its flying ability. . 

 

“Boss, you’re here.” Hanliu, who was in the rear team, saw Lu Yang and greeted him quickly. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Hanliu with a smile and asked, “How is the fight in front?” 

 

Han Liu shook his head and said, “It’s too difficult, you just know it if you go to see it.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little curious. He could hear the word too difficult in Hanliu’s mouth, but it was very new. 

He came to the entrance of Wanshu Forest and looked forward. He also had a feeling of sighing. 

 



“Why is this so difficult?” Lu Yang blurted out. 

 

The entrance to the Wanshu Forest is huge. There are hundreds of large trees with a diameter of 50 to 

60 meters. Every 50 meters, there is a tree. On top of each tree, only 10 meters in height, there are thick 

branches. Divided, there are countless tree houses on it. 

 

In each tree house, there are the vigilant eyes and the outstretched bows and arrows of the free legion 

players, as well as the Fengshen Thunder and Mu Ling Thunder in their hands. 

 

A bitter love said for a long time: “These big trees are very difficult to climb. In this area, the flashing 

skills are unavailable. You can only use the hands and feet to climb the tree. The enemy has climbed to 

the top of the tree and can take this opportunity to attack us.” 

 

Han Liu said: “Because of the game change, all skills no longer provide aiming, the output of the mage 

and the shooter depends on the accuracy of the shooting, and also considers the wind direction and 

many things. When we attack the target, most of the The skills can only hit the area around the tree 

house, and it is very difficult for people who pluck their heads from the window.” 

 

Except for Lu Yang, a player who uses the free mode all year round and relies on his own accuracy to 

attack, the rest of the people will be very uncomfortable. 

 

Lu Yang had already estimated this situation. He could imagine that for a tree house with a window of 

only 30 centimeters, normal players would struggle to enter their skills at a distance of 80 meters, not to 

mention hiding in a hit. Inside, only half of the players are exposed. 

 

A bitter love said for a long time: “The enemies are in the tree house, occupying the highlands. A group 

of five of them can form a firepower net using hash arrows. We just launched an attack and how many 

people rushed in. How many people are working out here.” 

 

Han Liu said: “Even if the lower gods attack, once approaching, the enemy’s wind **** thunder and 

wood spirit thunder will be thrown out. In the sky’s skill effect, the lower gods don’t know when they 

were attacked. , Only knowing that within 30 meters of the big tree, they will be attacked by the enemy 

in the tree house.” 

 



A large tree has ten branches, and each branch has 30 tree houses. No one can tell from which tree 

house it came from. 

 

“It’s a headache, even if you kill these trees with the thunder **** thunder, one tree can’t be knocked 

down. Such a thick tree can heal itself in a blink of an eye after being hurt.” The bitter love is really 

worried. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “It doesn’t matter, you can rest assured that you can’t do it during the day, 

you can sneak attack at night, you can’t do it at night, smoke bombs, flares and all other combat 

methods, you all use it up. I don’t ask you how many meters you go in a day, as long as the team Morale 

is always there.” 

 

“Thank you Boss for your understanding.” The bitter love half-life said gratefully. This was the first time 

he had suffered such frustration since the battle. Lu Yang did not blame him. He was very moved. 

 

“Prepare to attack, this time we use smoke bombs to deceive the enemy.” Kuai Ai shouted. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1832 - Lu Yang\'s deception 

  

“Tomorrow you and Xia Yuwei exchange, she is responsible for playing here, you are responsible for 

Huolang Mountain, then you two alternate one day, at least let your men earn heads and maintain 

morale.” Lu Yang turned and left. 

 

Now he does not need to supervise here. With the money effect, all players think about **** more 

heads and how to get more benefits. 

 

The morale of the battlefield will not collapse, so he does not have to worry, now he just needs to 

continue watching the situation here. 

 



of course. 

 

Lu Yang will not be idle. He also has his own things to do. The first thing he needs to do is to find more 

ways to get the lower gods. 

 

The fire spirit tower mainly produces the lower gods of the fire department and a few other professional 

lower gods, which is not enough for the entire battle. 

 

Another one, Lu Yang still needs to get enough funds. As for how to get the funds, he already has a way, 

for example, to talk about contracts. 

 

Skyland God City. 

 

Lu Yang sat leisurely in the private room of a hotel. Not long after, Steiger hurried in and saw Lu Yang, 

with a sneering expression on his face, said: “This time finally hit the wall.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “When the old friends meet, the first sentence is so vicious.” 

 

Steiger snorted and said, “I blame me for being vicious. Compared to you, I can go to heaven. You **** 

**** who should go to hell.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head smirkingly, he knew why Steiger was so angry, because, he forced Steiger to fight 

with Liu Jie, and also because Liu Jie, Steiger could only be trapped in the northern part of the New 

World . 

 

If Steiger can win Liu Jie, it’s still good, but Liu Jie is like the same fog. No matter how hard Steiger tried, 

he couldn’t tear the fog, but was surrounded by the fog. Is getting tighter. 

 

“Speak, what are you doing with me?” Steiger’s anger was over, and he calmed down. Now he urgently 

needs Lu Yang’s help, but he doesn’t know if Lu Yang can help him. 

 

Lu Yang said: “I know you urgently need a group of lower gods, right?” 



 

The next **** player under Liu Jie is 10,000 more than Steiger, and Steiger looks just like Gertz, who was 

beaten by Lu Yang, and can only be carried out according to the dangerous level. Defense, there is no 

hope of winning. 

 

Steiger frowned at Lu Yang and asked, “You still have the ability to support my lower god?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Of course I have this ability, but you need to pay.” 

 

“How much?” Steiger asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “100 lower gods, 10 million euros.” 

 

“Asshole.” Steiger immediately ran away, cursing: “You mean, for every 1,000 more subordinate gods, I 

will give you 100 million euros, if there are 10,000 more subordinate gods, I need to ask you Pay 1 billion 

euros.” 

 

Lu Yang shrugged his shoulders and said: “The current market is like this. There is an urgent shortage of 

lower gods on all sides. If we can get more lower gods, we can guarantee victory in the war, right?” 

 

Steiger stared at Landing Yang for a long time and said, “Although I don’t know where you got the news, 

but your news is correct. I have indeed received a large amount of funding recently. I can give you 1 

billion. Euro, you cultivated 10,000 lower gods for me.” 

 

“Cash transaction.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Steiger sneered. He recently received the full support of the Six Nations Bank. Each bank provided 

Steiger with a large amount of low-interest loans. The purpose was to ensure that the German guild 

would not be defeated. 

 

“When can you deliver them to my players.” Steiger asked. 

 



Lu Yang said: “Within five days, I will give you 10,000 copies of materials directly.” 

 

Lu Yang is prepared to provide all these materials from Huoling Pagoda. Although he sold so much, he 

received 1 billion euros in cash, which can greatly alleviate Lu Yang’s financial pressure. 

 

“That’s it.” Steiger turned and left. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head with emotion, and said with some helplessness: “It’s okay, this money is really 

too hard to make. As a last resort, I can only do this.” 

 

The reason why he expressed such a feeling is that Lu Yang himself is going to be a star endorsement 

product. There is no way. The money-making projects in the game have basically been developed by 

him, and they have all been used in the game. Not to make money in this way. 

 

In fact, he can completely use his gold mine to pay off debts, but he needs to create such an illusion, for 

this reason, he decided to endorse the product. 

 

This is Lu Yang’s first endorsement of the product, the chairman of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood, the 

champion of the five consecutive global individual heads-up games, and the world’s largest star wants to 

endorse the product. 

 

On the morning of the same day, Lu Yang had just released the news, and countless businessmen 

around the world called, hoping that Lu Yang could speak for their products. 

 

Lu Yang does not refuse at all. For each endorsement product, his starting price is 100 million euros. He 

has endorsed a total of 23 products. 

 

While arranging the shooting time here, he decided to publish the book. In fact, this book was already 

written. Du Bin was responsible for writing it. Lu Yang was only responsible for telling some of the inside 

stories and mental journeys of previous battle stories, just like celebrity biographies. , And did not delay 

him much time. 

 

That afternoon. 



 

Lu Yang came to the media from all over the world and announced that he had published a book. For a 

time, he only received royalties. He first got 200 million euros in advance, and the subsequent royalties 

were divided. 

 

Waiting for the next morning, Lu Yang announced that he began to take variety shows and interviews, to 

participate in a variety show, it needs 10 million euros. 

 

To this end, Lu Yang found a professional team. At most, Lu Yang ran 8 variety show recordings a day, 

and then flew to the United States to start receiving various variety shows. 

 

When the frontal battlefield is in full swing, Lu Yang is making money for the players of the Brotherhood 

of Blood. In this case, no one complains that Lu Yang is not doing anything right, and everyone is 

cheering for Lu Yang. 

 

“Iron-blooded brothers must win.” The eldest brother in a variety show said, “Lang Yang”. 

 

A beauty star deliberately attached a team emblem of the Brotherhood of Blood to the expensive 

clothes, and said, “I am a staunch supporter of the Brotherhood of Blood, and the Brotherhood of Blood 

will win.” 

 

Subsequently, the team emblems were sold all over the world. The Bronze Brothers cooperated with the 

manufacturers to launch regular team emblems, special commemorative models, and a wide variety of 

funds. 

 

Without him, it was all for making money, but at this time, no one complained that Lu Yang was 

unsightly for making money, because they knew that none of the money Lu Yang earned was in his 

hands, or they went to the Iron-Blood Brotherhood. Players are either responsible for repaying bank 

debts. 

 

He has been busy for a month in a row. Although Lu Yang did not fight in the game, he just used his own 

ability to raise nearly 8 billion euros in cash for the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 



He alone is equivalent to Gerz using the funds raised by the entire guild. On the other side, because the 

Blood Alliance has its own ability to make blood and make money, this month, the Blood Alliance has 

also earned 4 billion euros in cash . 

 

It is equivalent to say that the Brotherhood of Blood has another 12 billion euros, but even so, this 

month’s war, the Brotherhood of Blood has spent 20 billion euros. 

 

From the end of July to the beginning of September, there is no sign of the end of the war. This is 

something that neither side thought of, but compared to Luyang, the Gerzi side spent much less than 

the Brotherhood of Blood, and they only spent With 7 billion euros, plus his ability to make money, he 

also has 1 billion euros in his accounts. 

 

This is tantamount to saying that it is no problem to fight for another month for the Liberty Legion of 

Gerz, and the Brotherhood of Iron-Blooded Brothers still needs to attack for another month, and the 

two sides have formed a cruel tug-of-war on the front line of Huolang Mountain and Binglong Mountain. 

 

Both the offensive side and the defensive side are fatally wounded, but the player’s casualties will be 

held by the guild. Similarly, they have enough people to kill 100 people, or 10 lower gods, you can get 60 

euros or With a 50 Euro reward, players on both sides are happy. 

 

Even if some people did not receive a reward, their killing number exceeded 50. They can continue to 

maintain their optimism and wait for them to kill enough people to exchange money immediately. 

 

Mid-Autumn Festival. 

 

In the traditional festival of China, Lu Yang was resting in the Celestial City in Tianyu, and met Radvedev 

and his team. 

 

At this time, Lu Yang was already exhausted. Even in the game, Radvedev could clearly see this fatigue 

from Lu Yang’s eyes. He walked to Lu Yang with a smile and said: “My dear friend, it looks like you are in 

trouble.” 

 

Lu Yang showed a helpless smile, looked at Radvedev and said: “It seems that the battle on your side is 

going smoothly.” 



 

Radvedev showed his proud eyes and said: “Of course, Stephen’s failure is this week. I will personally kill 

his guild and let him disappear from the game.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled helplessly and said, “Congratulations, it’s a real worry.” 

 

Radvedev was also Stephen’s war. A week ago, from Stephen’s big defeat, there was already a result. 

Afterwards, the war was only one side trying to survive, and the other side fighting it out. 

 

Radvedev laughed and patted the table with emotions, said: “I’m not easy here, playing for a month, but 

this is still thanks to you, if you don’t entangle Gertz, I There was no way to kill Stephen in just one 

month.” 

 

It is precisely because of the war between Luyang and Gerds that Roland and the Sanyouweimen, the 

Temple and other organizations can support Gerds desperately, resulting in the war between Radvedev 

and Stephen without any outside interference. 

 

With the tenacious style of the Slavs, Radvedev can’t resist Stephen’s full attack. Now Radvedev can 

already think about how to accept Stephen’s players in a week and where to go on vacation. . 

 

Lu Yang chuckled and said, “Fortune telling you, I knew I’d wait for you to start with Stephen and then 

beat Gertz. Now I’m too difficult. I use all the ways I can make money. Well, but a month later, I’m not 

sure I can beat Gertz.” 

 

Radvedev was even happier when he heard these words. He did not demonstrate it at all. He stood up 

and looked at Landing Yang, saying: “You should also rest for a while, don’t always think about war, the 

New World is enough to this extent, I am leaving.” 

 

His meaning is obvious, that is to tell Lu Yang, after playing Jerz, don’t think about moving any of the 

three friend Weimen, Roland or his Radvedev, otherwise, they will unite Get up to find Lu Yang’s 

trouble. 

 



Lu Yang watched Radvedev’s back gradually disappear in the distance, his helpless face gradually 

showed a sneering expression, he was here deliberately waiting for Radvedev, the purpose is to make 

Rad Vigeve believed that he no longer had the ability to expand abroad. 

 

As long as Radvedev thought this way, a week later, at the end of the war, he began to reduce 

management players and reduce costs, then his strategy was realized. 

 

In fact, Lu Yang turned the money into a negative number and began to borrow from major banks. Not 

only did he and Gertz, but also Steger and Liu Jie, as did Radvedev and Stephen. 

 

The reason why Stephen collapsed is because the money can’t keep up. Radvidev can keep up. It has a 

lot to do with his internal policies. It’s not that he has more money than Stephen. Now he owes money 

and needs it. Large amounts of repayment. 

 

“It seems that I still need to pretend for a while.” Lu Yang lamented that he really didn’t like to 

participate in any variety show. Compared with the battle in the game, the variety show is too tired. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

Lu Yang’s talker rang. He picked it up and saw it. It was a projection call from the lovely queen and the 

pride of others. He smiled and pressed the connect button, watching the projection of a dozen of them 

appear. In front of myself, ask: “What’s the matter?” 

 

The lovely queen said depressedly: “Boss, we want to join the war.” 

 

With a look of anxiety, he nodded again and again, and said, “Boss, the brothers are dying in a hurry, 

and each one has become a subordinate god, but they can’t participate in the war. I have no ability to 

fight back.” 

 

The Prison Hades and Liu Yunpeng and others nodded together. They were anxious one by one, but Lu 

Yang was not anxious at all, and said with a smile: “What anxiety, I am not watching the boss, am I 

acting, I am more than you It’s still uncomfortable, but Kradvidev just doesn’t fit in. I have no choice but 

to wait.” 

 



“Wait, shall we live?” asked the lovely queen. 

 

Lu Yang grunted and said, “Boss, I have money. Of course I lived on it. Believe it or not, I will now change 

out 10 billion euros for you to see.” 

 

“Xinxinxin, we believe.” The reassuring look of the lovely queen’s face, and Lu Yang’s face was helpless, 

as if afraid of Luyang being stimulated. 

 

Lu Yang hung up the phone directly and continued to participate in various activities in the game to 

make money. Now he has a new money-making project, in the game, or through three-dimensional 

screen to any area, to the audience in this area Give a speech. 

 

To give a talk to 1 million euros, although there are not many places where he can be invited, there are 

many cities in the United States and European countries. The local government hopes that Lu Yang will 

give some speeches to their young people. 

 

The reason for this is because everyone is curious about how the Iron-Blood Brothers Alliance came to 

today I also want to hear some gossip from Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang was bored, and he followed the speeches everywhere. Soon, he was about to start his 221th 

speech. 

 

… 

 

On the other side. 

 

When Lu Yang started his speech, Radvedev started his offensive again, watching leisurely the public 

speech of Landing Yang, and watching the last area of his man storming Stephen. 

 

For a whole week, Lu Yang gave more than 20 speeches, and Radvedev finally succeeded in hitting the 

last area of Stephen. So far, Stephen completely disappeared from this game. 

 



This disappearance is completely disappeared, and even a trace of it is gone, because Stephen left the 

game after the guild failed. The entire guild’s debts made no one dare to accept it, so the guild 

announced the dissolution directly. . 

 

Stephen’s company started the bankruptcy and liquidation process. Stephen bid farewell to the game 

completely. Also bid farewell to the game city built by Stephen. Tens of thousands of players in the city 

lost their jobs. 

 

Chapter 1833 - Radvedev self-destructive future 

  

“Alas, poor, a good game city, it is so ruined, and I don’t know if anyone will take over.” Lu Yang sat in 

the Heavenly God City and looked at the players under Stephen’s soul. 

 

At this time, these tens of millions of players are aimlessly standing in the Celestial God City, and the 

unconvinced are all playing against the people of Radvedev in the New World. Unfortunately, their arms 

are not thighs and they are being chased. Kill state. 

 

The remaining ordinary players, although many people have made money in the game, are not cost-

effective compared to the lost equipment and experience. 

 

“Why, interested in accepting Stephen’s Game City?” Song Sisi smiled at Landing Yang. As a liaison to the 

interest group behind Lu Yang, she was acting as a representative to discuss the recent money shortage 

with Lu Yang. 

 

Thanks to the gold mine shares that Lu Yang gave them, they were the rich people, and their 

descendants were more worry-free. Another, Lu Yang asked them to return to kill Liu Jie. They did not 

do it. Lu Yang is guilty, and now Lu Yang is facing a money shortage, and they actively want to help Lu 

Yang. 

 

Knowing what Song Sisi meant, Lu Yang smiled and shook his head, saying: “It makes no sense, 

Stephen’s company is completely destroyed, tens of billions of euros of debt cannot be repaid, the 

wages of players in the gang cannot be paid, and all the land and real estate are If you want to be 

auctioned and want to redeem Stephen’s guild, Lin Lin will add up to it. There is no cash of 20 billion 

euros, not to mention, Radvedev will not allow me to rebuild Stephen’s guild.” 

 



“It’s a pity.” Song Sisi drank the red wine in his hand with emotion and said, “This time I came to help 

with 20 billion euros. If you don’t want it, I’ll invest elsewhere.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Of course I want, you give me money, can I do it.” 

 

Song Sisi glanced at Lu Yang proudly and asked, “What do you want to do with it?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “This money is temporarily left for me to fund the Ladvidev guild. As for the repayment, I 

will repay you with the principal and interest three years later.” 

 

Song Sisi stood up and said: “Then it’s so settled, I still have something to do, let’s go first.” 

 

Lu Yang stood up with a smile, and gave Song Sisi to leave. He did not go in a hurry, but continued to 

stay in the Heavenly God City. What he urgently wants to know is that after Radvedev won this battle , 

When will disarmament begin. 

 

As long as Radvedev started to act, Lu Yang would not mind ending the war immediately, and put on a 

rest and recuperation attitude, earning money to repay the loan, so that Radvedev was at ease. 

 

In fact, no matter from the outside or inside, everyone knows that Lu Yang’s Jagged Brothers Alliance 

has reached the limit and no longer has the ability to continue to develop abroad. Of course, Rogers and 

Sanyouwei also lost this ability. door. 

 

The two fully supported Gerlz, together with the temple and other organizations, they were able to 

provide the materials of the next **** transfer and the ancient **** suit for nearly 1,500 people every 

day. 

 

You can fight for a few weeks, and you can still stay at the level 180 player. The number of the two sides 

together is not enough for 200,000. The number of the Brotherhood of Blood is more, 140,000, and the 

Gertz side has only 60,000. 

 

It is conceivable that the nearly 500,000 players who have added together on both sides to the 180th 

level are waiting to be transferred to the next god. However, after fighting for nearly 2 months, there 



are no people who can transfer on both sides. The scary thing is that the two sides are constantly dying, 

and the materials of the lower gods are constantly being consumed. 

 

The way Sanmenweimen and Rogers sent the materials before was that they even brought their own 

players together. I wanted to help them and cultivate a group of lower gods. As a result, when they 

came, they were all lower gods. Don’t mention level 179, even level 175 is gone. 

 

The brutality of the war, according to the battle between Radvidev and Stephen is several times brutal, 

if there is not a lot of money to support, the players on both sides can not move. 

 

Radvedev also knew this. On the frontline battlefield, he looked at the vast territory around him and 

said with a sigh: “Unfortunately, we have no more money, otherwise, I will lead the army to the east. To 

kill Gerzi and Lu Yang, completely annex them and become the overlord of the New World.” 

 

All the staff around showed a helpless look. At this time, players in the fortress area suddenly burst into 

chaos. Spells and arrows flew around. Radvidev frowned suddenly and found that All the people who 

fought the war were themselves, and immediately yelled: “What is going on, investigate it for me.” 

 

The staff staff ran over quickly, but when he came back, he found that he had died from the safety zone, 

and two pieces of equipment had fallen. 

 

“What’s going on?” Radvedev was furious. 

 

The staff immediately cried and said: “Your Excellency Chairman, Vice Chairman Gao Man and the large 

army commander Bi Lan have a fight, and the two sides are fighting together. I went to persuade that 

Gao Man killed me with a knife.” 

 

“Fuck things, turn them back, and dare to kill each other, who gave them the guts.” Radvedev rushed 

over with him now. 

 

At this time, thousands of people on both sides have been fighting together, and there are deaths and 

injuries everywhere. Even Radvedev does not know how to solve this problem. If he sends someone to 

kill, it is equal to the player who is desperately fighting for him under the president’s killer. If he doesn’t 

kill, what is his prestige? 



 

“Gauman and Billan, you two get over here for me.” Radvedev took out the loudspeaker and stood on 

the ground, scolding loudly. 

 

The two fighting sides heard this sentence, which gradually stopped the fighting, and the two came to 

Radvedev. 

 

“I killed you.” 

 

“You wait for me, I kill you.” 

 

“You are a bastard.” 

 

“coward.” 

 

… 

 

The two scolded while walking, completely ignoring Radvedev, who originally thought that the two had 

arrived in front of him and would sincerely apologize to him, asking for forgiveness, but did not expect 

the two to be It was like this, and immediately cursed angrily: “Tell me clearly what the **** is going 

on.” 

 

Gao Man said excitedly: “Your Excellency President, I must complain to you Bilan. Obviously I took 

someone to the warehouse first. According to what you agreed before the war, which team grabbed the 

warehouse is the team that owns it. This warehouse It should be mine, but Bilan even brought people to 

robbery.” 

 

“Bullshit, if it wasn’t for me to beat the people away, you can take over here, and now take your team of 

cowards and get out for me.” Bilansi gave no face and told the truth. 

 

Radvedev frowned at Gorman and Billan, and found that they were noisy again, and said with some 

headaches: “In this way, I call the shots, the two of you in this warehouse are divided equally, don’t 

quarrel anymore.” 



 

“No, this is the brothers fighting back. Why should I share with him? Which one of my brothers is not 

fighting for the guild. I will never let him. What is the qualification of his coward to fight with me as a 

vice president? Do you think you are more remarkable?” Billan blurted out, and I was the one who gave 

me the most credit. 

 

Radvedev was a little ignorant. He did not expect Bilan to say this. In this battle against Gertz, the 

players of Bilan have made great contributions. He recognizes Bilan’s behavior, but he can’t stand it. 

There is no one in Lan’s eyes. Now that the vice president is not in his eyes, wouldn’t he even ignore him 

in the future. 

 

Angrily, Radvedev didn’t know what to do, but turned around and left, but what Radvedev didn’t expect 

was that such a thing happened more than a hundred times a day. 

 

On the one hand, the old players who follow Radvedev scramble for equipment, on the one hand, the 

new radicals are credited with the merits, they scold the old players, and even some people do not even 

pay attention to Radvedev, openly say Come out, if it were not for them, the guild was already defeated 

by Stephen, and Radvidev should be very grateful to them. 

 

One day is like this, two days are like this, three days are like this, and by the sixth day, Radvedev finally 

couldn’t bear it. At this point, one of the world’s most notorious president appointment letters was 

issued. 

 

From today onwards, all the deputy presidents, heads of army, heads of army, and heads of gangs will 

be removed! 

 

This order was issued, and Radvidev took over 17,000 regiment commanders, more than 1,700 regiment 

commanders, more than 500 regiment commanders, and 52 vice presidents, all of whom lost their jobs, 

Rad Vijay was in chaos. 

 

If it is just such a chaos, it can be accepted, but even more absurd is that Radvedev promoted his 

obedient staff and the former leader of the team leader who led the charge to the vice president. , The 

head of the army, the head of the army and the head of the army. 

 



It seems that everything has returned to normal, but the salary has been reduced by 70% compared 

with the original. The salary of a large army commander was 10,000 euros a month, and now there are 

only 3,000 euros. However, the former captain did not receive salary, suddenly Time became the 

commander of the big army, and there was a salary. They were naturally happy and did not care about 

the amount of money. 

 

In order not to be accused too much by the outside world, Radvedev also specifically issued an order to 

cover up  That is, once there is a war, the salaries of various positions will still be restored to the original 

amount, But that was awarded in the form of bonuses. 

 

When Sanyouweimen saw the order of Radvedev, he laughed on the spot and did not even have his 

usual cautious image. He said loudly to Furukawa around him: “Stupid Radvedev, he will sooner or later 

One day will eat bad results.” 

 

Gu Chuanwu nodded and said with a smile: “Yes, he obviously reduced his expenses by doing this, but in 

fact, the group of people with the most experience in his operations are gone. If we fight him in the 

future, he will quickly Defeated.” 

 

Sanyouweimen nodded, but shook his head again, saying: “Unfortunately, we were dragged into the 

quagmire of Luyang by Gertz.” 

 

However, Furukawa took a disappointment and said with a smile: “Although we also suffered heavy 

losses in this battle, Lu Yang and Gertz suffered even more losses. I think that both sides have reached 

the limit. If there is no accident, both sides will be in these weeks. There are winners and losers within, 

and I suggest that, for the sake of the future, we should stop with Roland and stop supporting Jerez from 

today.” 

 

If, a month and a half ago, Furukawa Takeshi and Sanyou Weimen were still thinking about protecting 

Gerlze, and looking forward to Radvedev and Stephen’s relief, what they now think is that it is time for 

them to attack Radvedev . 

 

Chapter 1834 - Jagged Brotherhood wins the war 

  

Radvedev’s stupid self-destructive prospects exposed his guild’s lack of money, elite resignation, and 

lack of senior commander’s fatal weaknesses, even though Radvedev had a vast space in the west and 



southwest. But it was a castle in the sky and a rootless root, and he could not hold it again when facing 

the attack of the enemy. 

 

“You’re right, I should join Roland to get rid of the stupid Radvedev first. This time, Lu Yang, in two or 

three years, the loan is not yet available. We can take advantage of this opportunity. Full-scale attack, 

kill Radvedev, get all areas in the central, western, southwestern and northwestern parts, and Luyang, 

Liu Jie three points new continent.” Sanyou Weimen said. 

 

“I will contact Roland for you.” Furukawa Wuxing rushed away. 

 

In fact, it’s not to blame that Radvedev underestimated the enemy. Who would have thought that 

neither Sanyouweimen nor Roland did their best to help Gertz, and they still have a certain amount of 

spare power to develop themselves, and, like Lu Yang, they have In its own game city, internal players 

become the new subordinate gods, and outsiders simply do not know. 

 

Sanyouwei looked into the distance and muttered to himself: “My dream is finally one step closer, Lu 

Yang, thank you for removing so many obstacles before me.” 

 

… 

 

New World Fire Wolf Mountain area. 

 

Lu Yang, at the door of Sanyouwei, has returned to the battlefield at this time. Radvedev has destroyed 

the Great Wall by himself, so he should attack with all his strength. 

 

In the battlefield of Huolang Mountain, Xia Yuwei has entered the wolf mouth of Huolang Mountain, 

and the team of Gerlz is competing with each other at the wolf stomach for control. 

 

On the other side, on the battlefield of the Wanshu Forest, the hard-loved half-life also scored an area 

that shot 30 kilometers inside. Both sides played during the day and night. Maybe the iron-blooded 

brothers alliance was just snatched out during the day, and was freed by the Free Army at night. The 

man attacked and snatched it back. 

 



The reason for this is the root of the insufficiency of the number of subordinate gods and the 

insufficiency of thunder gods. He loved half a lifetime and said depressedly: “The support given by 

Roland and Sanyouweimen is too great, and the loss of the subordinate gods is too heavy.” 

 

Lu Yangxiao looked at the bitter love for half his life and said: “Starting today, I will give you a new 

mission to launch an attack every night. I will add 5,000 lower gods to you.” 

 

“5000 people!?” The eyes of the hard-loved half of his life were bright, and he said excitedly: “Who?” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “The ferocious Wolf Corps.” 

 

“Thank you boss.” Half a lifetime of hard love knows that he won the battle in the Wanshu Forest. 

 

Lu Yang patted his shoulder and replaced Feilong and left. Three hours later, he came to the wolf belly 

position of Huolang Mountain and saw Xia Yuwei who was regrouping. He smiled and asked, “How is it?” 

 

Xia Yuwei was sweating at this time, and she had been unable to eat a girl for more than a month of 

continuous battle, but she still insisted, clenching her teeth and said: “The war is fighting, sorry boss, let 

you be so hard this time. .” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “If I give you five thousand lower gods, can you beat this place.” 

 

“Five thousand people?” Xia Yuwei was as excited as half a lifetime of love, and asked, “Are you ready to 

attack ahead?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “It’s time to end, but we can’t be too exposed. When fighting, try to fight at 

night as much as possible. Let the enemy not know the specific number of our subordinate gods. Do you 

understand?” 

 

Xia Yuwei nodded and said: “The boss is at ease, I must guarantee concealment.” 

 



Lu Yang left with a smile. Now, he can finally reveal a part of his strength. At the moment, he gives 

orders, and the people who are full of enthusiasm, the lovely queen, the prisoner of the Pluto, Liu 

Yunpeng and Wan Zhonghui quickly bring the most elite masters under their control. The troops rushed 

over, and they had been holding back for more than a month, and finally no longer had to endure. 

 

Evening in the game. 

 

Perhaps it is because of the long and hopeless battle, and the hard love half a lifetime has not been 

spirited recently, but I don’t know why, he is particularly spirited today. 

 

He was sitting in the command post of the main battlefield of Fire Wolf Mountain. Under the cover of 

the mountain, he looked at the situation of the war below. He looked at the high-level leaders such as 

Margaret and Coriolis with emotion, saying: ” It’s been a month, it’s really hard for you.” 

 

Early tomorrow morning, when Gertz has run out of cash, he can no longer raise funds. 

 

“Your excellency, don’t say that, it’s our dereliction to fail to defeat Lu Yang.” Collioor said depressively. 

 

He originally thought that by virtue of the game’s revision, and these elite commanders in the army, 

they can quickly defeat Lu Yang, but they told them cruelly, although White Lion and Xia Yuwei have not 

served in the army, they can be in the game. After commanding large-scale operations for so long, they 

have become a master of the commander of the Great Corps. 

 

Gertz no longer cares about this, he said with a smile: “Tomorrow, we will spend the day with the 

players on credit, so I hope you can temporarily keep this news secret, and stick to the week, I think, Lu 

Yang has also reached the limit, and now it depends on who of us can hold on.” 

 

Margaret said excitedly: “You can rest assured that the final victory must be ours.” 

 

Gertz smiled. In this way, Margaret is not needed. On the first day of his battle with Luyang, countless 

people told him this way, but it’s been two months. The war is still this. Look. 

 



“The boss is assured that we are settled on a weekly basis, and there is no problem to fight for another 

week.” Andre said. 

 

Coriolis said: “With our means, I have the confidence to let the brothers continue for another week.” 

 

Gertz’s greatest satisfaction with Coriolis and their group is that when these players train the players, 

they will be accompanied by spiritual encouragement to make the players stronger in their willpower. 

Otherwise, they will be on the defense of Fire Wolf Mountain. Can’t hold it either. 

 

“Very well, with your words, I will be relieved. For more than two weeks, either Lu Yang will fail 

completely, or I will fail completely. I want to see if Lu Yang can hold it or I can hold it. “Gerz was a little 

crazy. 

 

“boom” 

 

“Wow” 

 

… 

 

After a burst of violent explosions, Gerz and others quickly looked around, only to discover that a new 

attack by the Brotherhood of Blood had been launched. 

 

Taking advantage of the dark night in the game, countless air combat players smashed the forbidden 

scrolls in the sky, and for a time, the entire area on the Gerds side fell into a sea of fire. 

 

“Damn, the whole army is ready to fight, to block their attack, to block their attack.” Gertz growled 

frantically with a nervous breakdown. 

 

Coriolis and others quickly ran to the front position, just when they were in place, the players of the 

Brotherhood of Blood had already touched the front. 

 

“The lower god, follow me.” Coriolis yelled and rushed up with the lower **** himself. 



 

“Di Shi Tian Huo” 

 

… 

 

The twelve lower gods aimed at Coriolis at the same time. Fortunately, there was a tunnel under 

Coriolis. He fell down quickly and could hide inside the tunnel. His eyes showed an incredible shock. 

 

In the two consecutive months of war, the lower gods on both sides suffered heavy casualties, and a 

large number of lower gods fell into the divine realm, so that the speed of playing materials on both 

sides could not keep up with the falling realm speed of the upper and lower gods. 

 

In the battle of the past week, each side of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood has only three people in each 

team’s attack, but this time it has increased by four times. 

 

“Quickly inform the boss, the Iron-Blood Brotherhood has launched a decisive battle, Lu Yang has 

mobilized the lower gods of other battlefields to our side, let him quickly send the lower gods of other 

regions to support.” Coriolis said excitedly . 

 

The player ran back quickly, and when he ran back to the Gerz area, he found that Coriolis was beside 

him, scaring the player, he reacted violently and said, “The first defense Position, lost?” 

 

Coriolis looked at Gerzi and said: “Lu Yang is in the attack, we must bring back all the people from other 

areas, otherwise we will lose this battle.” 

 

Gertz has been frightened by the conspiracies and tricks of many generals under Lu Yang, and he is also 

worried about the conspiracies and tricks made by Lu Yang, so he thought for a long time, so that 

Coriolis urged twice, he just ordered Nodded and said, “Okay, call the next gods from all areas to come 

and support.” 

 

Coriolis quickly issued orders, and all the lower gods of the seven defense areas were transferred to the 

Fire Wolf Mountain at the same time, but at the same time, Ice Dragon Mountain, Sky City, Poison 

Mountain, Iron Wall, Bright Castle and Abyssal God The players are all gone. The players there have only 

the defensive forces such as Fengshen Thunder and Falling Thunder. 



 

“Iron Blood Brotherhood launched a full-scale offensive against us, brothers, keep the Fire Wolf 

Mountain, attack with me.” Coriolis roared, and led the team to launch the charge. 

 

Hansha and the light and dark thieves saw this scene, and they all smiled. Xia Yuwei said to Lu Yang: 

“The enemy has taken the bait.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said to the main vice presidents such as Baishi, Zhou Tianming and Tianyao in the 

group: “Take advantage of the night to attack together. Remember, don’t easily expose the number of 

the gods of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood, let’s get started. “ 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

… 

 

White Lion and Zhou Tianming responded to the order in turn, and then, in seven areas, more than 10 

million players acted simultaneously. 

 

“Iron Brothers League, kill~!” White Wolf personally took the lead and attacked the enemy with his men. 

 

Jerz’s next team of gods had just battled with the Iron-Blood Brothers. On the other side, Barnes, 

Aiwanisha and others sent messages for help. 

 

“The white lion led a large number of subordinate gods to storm the Binglong Mountain, in urgent need 

of support.” 

 

“Zhou Tianming led a large number of subordinate gods to attack the poisonous demon mountain in 

urgent need of support.” 



 

… 

 

Gertz saw so much news that his brain was numb. Similarly, Seaman and Margaret did not know what to 

do. 

 

“It seems that I lost.” Gertz murmured to himself. 

 

As soon as the words fell, Gertz passed out, and on the other side, the situation on the battlefield, as 

Gertz said, he lost, and he lost very thoroughly. 

 

The Iron-Blood Brotherhood overwhelmed the Gerzi side with the absolute advantage of the number of 

lower gods. In only two hours, Ice Dragon Mountain, Poison Mountain, and Iron Wall Valley were lost, 

and finally, only Fire Wolf Mountain remained in Gyor. Hereby. 

 

But such a mountain still has no meaning, and in less than half a day, the entire team was completely 

defeated. 

 

At this point, more than ten million players of the Brotherhood of Blood Alliance, like the flood that 

broke through the dam, plunged into the hinterland of the Fortress of Gerz. 

 

They have accumulated anger for a long time and let them vent their anger to all the things and people 

they see in the Gerz area. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t stop all of this. If today’s failure is his own, the player on the Gerds side will only do more 

than he does. 

 

“Boss, won’t you go?” Xia Yuwei and the hard-loved half-life have broken the Fire Wolf Mountain and 

are ready to enter the hinterland. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the two and said, “I won’t go anymore. Now I’m going to the Heavenly God City, and 

the follow-up things will be given to you.” 



 

“Yes.” The two took each person away. 

 

Lu Yang went back to Tianyu God City alone, found a hotel, and then quit the game. Then he fell asleep 

on the bed. 

 

This time, he slept for two days, and the next night, he woke up and found that Zhuojiu and the White 

Lion were sitting beside his bed. 

 

“Oh, why are you here?” Lu Yang asked with a smile. 

 

“My God, the boss you finally woke up and scared me to death.” The bitter love half howl out directly. 

 

Zhuojiu sighed and said, “Before you fell asleep but you can’t wake it up, but for a long time, we found 

it, and the diagnosis was that you were too tired, and we have been Stay by your side.” 

 

Compared to the White Lion and Zhou Tianming, Lu Yang is indeed more tired, because his more than a 

month of disguise and the integration of various aspects of the guild have wasted his great energy. 

 

“I’m fine, did I win?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“Winning, Gertz announced that the guild went bankrupt and closed down, and entered the stage of 

bankruptcy liquidation. All the main groups under him fell apart.” Tu Feng said. 

 

Half a lifetime of love said: “We have now occupied the entire territory of the Gerds area and are closely 

connected to the fortress of Radvedev.” 

 

In this battle, the Brotherhood of the Predator occupied the entire area of Gerds. From then on, the 

occupation area of the Brotherhood of the Predatory included the northeast, east, southeast, south and 

part of the central part of the New World, which is equivalent to one person occupying three points of 

the New World. One of the areas. 

 



“We are now closer and closer to becoming the king of the new continent.” Lu Yang said with a smile. 

 

Everyone nodded vigorously. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1836 - Rebel army 

  

Because of the sale of souvenirs, major companies have presented a complete set of pure gold combat 

badges and pure gold seals to prove their status for the Predator Brothers. 

 

In the follow-up distribution in reality, in the game, Lu Yang contacted the official and asked them to 

customize a set of official fashion for the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

The official also knew that Lu Yang owed too much last time, and quickly passed Lu Yang’s request, and 

allowed Lu Yang to hold a super large celebration feast. 

 

Lu Yang gave both men and women two clothes, smiled and looked at Chen Ming and the lovely queen, 

said: “This time it performed very well, continue to work hard.” 

 

“Yes.” The two replied excitedly together. 

 

The cute queen was already the chairman of the domestic affiliated guild before, but in order to become 

the chief of the special army, she gave up the status of the affiliated guild and worked hard for three 

years to become the vice president of the guild of the blood brothers. 

 

Chen Ming was asked by Lu Yang to enter the game city as a vice president, but he gave up for his 

brothers. This time he took his brothers to make billions of euros from Lu Yang. Finally, he was killed by 

the brothers Together, they promoted the position of vice president, and no one thought he was for 

himself, using his brothers to sell his life. 



 

“The boss is assured, I must work harder.” Chen Ming said. 

 

“Trust you.” Lu Yang patted his shoulder. 

 

The two left, and the next person who came was that De Bu didn’t taste the body. The little guy was still 

in a state of coercion. After entering the house, he looked at Landing Yang and said, “Boss, I have been 

promoted to the rank of official. I don’t know how to promote. of.” 

 

Lu Yang rubbed his head with a smile, and said: “No robbing, no greed, no fear of war, no danger of 

chaos, and the ability to unite the team at the same level as all parties. I recognize you, so this new 

establishment The post of Chief of the Grand Druid Corps is yours. 

 

In the future, all gang special Druid legions such as the Black Iron Warhawk, Phoenix, and Spider will be 

unified under your command, and follow your dispatch, and the salary will be increased to the level of 

the Grand Army Commander at the same time. No probation period is required. “ 

 

“Yes, thanks for the boss’s cultivation.” De Bu replied with excitement in a loud voice, don’t look only 

one level behind, the salary was 5 times worse, De Bu didn’t taste the corpse and left happily. 

 

… 

 

For a whole week, Lu Yang saw the rank of elite captain directly from the commander of the big army. 

For those who have outstanding military merit, they should be promoted and promoted, and the 

processing funds should be processed. 

 

By the time he is busy, one billion dollars has already been spent. Two billions have been spent, and the 

remaining eight billions will be awarded to ordinary players who are excellent in fighting and to bear the 

star expenses for this show. 

 

But when it came time to invite the stars, Lu Yang was very surprised that American singers actually took 

the initiative to pay for performance time, and domestic singers also performed on stage for free. 

 



Lu Yang was really shocked this time. He only knew that the guild had achieved this scale, and many 

things became simple. He also remembered that sentence, Jianghu was really human. 

 

While Lu Yang was busy organizing various events here, on the other side, the large-scale layoffs of 

Radvedev also ended, and at the same time, Sanyou Weimen and Roland also began the final 

preparations. 

 

Inside a hotel in Tianyu Shencheng. 

 

“It seems that the Iron-Blood Brothers Alliance and Lu Yang are really incapable of opening up to the 

outside world.” Roland said, looking at the overwhelming slogans outside. 

 

“October 7th, the Brotherhood of Blood Formally held a gala dinner with 16 consecutive games, 

dedicated to players from all over the world, and cast members…” Sanyou Weimen read leisurely and 

admirably. 

 

“You are really free.” Roland couldn’t help rolling his eyes. 

 

Sanyou Weimen handed Roland a cup of tea with emotion, and said, “After two years, we have finally 

found an opportunity to open up to the outside world. When the battle starts, you and I will have no 

leisure time.” 

 

Roland nodded sighed and said, “Who would have thought that Radvedev could kill Stephen, we have 

no choice but to protect ourselves.” 

 

Sanyouweimen nodded and said, “This opportunity is rare. My spy has fully confirmed that Luyang’s 

guild is extremely short of money. Within a year, or even a year and a half, he was unable to repay the 

loan. Not to mention the foreign war.” 

 

Roland said: “I’m confident that we can beat Radvedev within one month at the earliest. As long as we 

win, we will collaborate with Liu Jie to attack Steiger. After that, we can go from three directions at the 

same time. Launch an attack on Lu Yang and completely occupy the entire new continent.” 

 



Sanyouweimen showed sharp eyes, raised a teacup and said to Roland: “The new world will be the three 

of us.” 

 

“Please.” Roland raised the teacup as well and swallowed. “Unfortunately, the riots caused by Radvedev 

have not yet fully unfolded. We have to wait for a while.” 

 

Sanyou Weimen said: “If there are no accidents, the highest point of the riot is when the Jagged 

Brothers Alliance held a gala dinner. We temporarily intend to start a war against Radvedev at the end 

of the Jagged Brothers Alliance gala dinner.” 

 

“Okay, then we can just take a look at this event.” Roland said with a smile. 

 

… 

 

In the area of Radvedev’s control, a civil unrest is erupting at this time. This is a rebellion campaign 

initiated by the dismissed players to fight against RadvedevRadveje The husband didn’t care about it at 

all. There were thousands of them. He only ordered the new vice president to take more than 20,000 

people to clean up, but no one expected that the new vice president commanded is not ordinary waste. 

Wanduo is elite, and he is beaten by the heads of thousands of people. 

 

The fighting could have calmed down quickly. As a result, after the rebels won several times, the wind 

became more and more intense. Radvedev had to invite a few veterans back, which only took a slight 

advantage, but he still could not fight. Defeat them. 

 

However, Radvedev has not taken it seriously. At this time, he is taking his girlfriend and a group of 

domestic servants on holiday in the United Kingdom. He simply ignores the situation here. He believes 

that the elders will be able to deal with it. 

 

Therefore, such a situation has been created. Several veterans are being criticized and scolded by 

players around the world while suppressing them. Even ordinary players in their guilds point to the 

noses of several veterans as slaves and murderers. 

 

On the other side, those defeated rebels have become the objects of sympathy for people, and they 

have already received merits and Radvedev, but have been treated in this way. 



 

Two weeks later, the Predator Brothers held a grand dinner, while the rebels doubled their strength. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1837 - Dinner title 

  

Lu Yang knew the situation of the rebel army. From the spies of Sanyou Weimen and Roland, they 

secretly funded the rebel army. 

 

“Unfortunately, I thought I was going to kill Radvedev. Now it’s cheaper for these two people.” Lu Yang’s 

face was uncomfortable. 

 

Tu Feng said: “The guild’s battle was too tragic, and it took a lot of time to restore its vitality. 

 

In the Iron-Blood Brothers League, except for Lu Yang who has not died in battle, even Xia Yuwei and the 

White Lion, their main vice presidents, each of them has fallen to level 179 several times. If there is no 

special experience ball in Lu Yang’s hands To increase experience, none of their levels can be higher than 

175. 

 

They are still the same. The players of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood have dropped the average level by 

about 8 levels, and the most dropped by 15 levels, and once fell to level 165. Lu Yang now wants to start 

a war and does not have that ability. 

 

“Damn it, let this bunch of **** take advantage.” 

 

At this moment, Tu Feng’s face changed drastically, and he looked at Lu Yang and said, “Boss, something 

serious happened.” 

 

“What’s the matter?” Lu Yang asked. 



 

Tu Feng stopped talking, thought for a while, and said, “Jerz, he was seriously ill and paralyzed.” 

 

Lu Yangmeng’s eyes widened and said, “This…” 

 

“What do you say about this, on this big day of joy.” White Lion and Zhuojiu stared at Tu Feng. 

 

Tu Feng looked embarrassed and said, “I, I…” 

 

Lu Yang stopped the criticism of Tu Feng from everyone, and said with emotion on his face: “Tu Feng 

reported this matter right, this is the first person who made me and let the entire Iron-Blood 

Brotherhood fight so hard, no I won’t be able to win if Pons betrayed, without Tu Feng intelligence, and 

without your **** fighting.” 

 

Inexplicably, Lu Yang thought of a song. He sighed and said to Tu Feng: “Go for someone to change the 

opening song and change it to “Sky of History.”” 

 

“This, this song on such a festive day?” Zhuojiu was a little surprised. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head with a smile, and even torn the prepared speech in his hand. It happened that he 

heard the host on stage called out his name. 

 

“Give me a bowl of wine and a wine jar.” Lu Yang pointed to the wine next to him for the players. 

 

Zhuojiu and the White Lion and other people saw Lu Yang’s expression, and sighed with emotion. They 

knew that Lu Yang was really excited. 

 

“Hey, boss.” The white lion’s eyes are a little wet, and it is rare to have a confidant in life, and even a 

rare opponent is more rare. 

 

Lu Yang nodded with a smile, holding the wine bowl and the wine jar and stepped onto the lifting 

platform. 



 

Today, the host in charge of the host, one is Du Bin, and the other is the most popular host Laris of the 

United States. 

 

“Here’s the invitation. Our protagonist, Lu Yang, the chairman of the Iron-Blood Brothers League and the 

hero in the hearts of thousands of players, debuted,” Du Bin said loudly. 

 

The joyful and passionate music sounded through the audience instantly. With the screams of countless 

people, dozens of giant lights gathered together, and Lu Yang was slowly taken to the center of the 

stage by the elevator. 

 

In an instant, the screams were more intense, and the players who paid to buy tickets to watch the 

scene had fallen into madness, and countless people roared and cheered for Lu Yang. 

 

In the live broadcast rooms of the world’s major television stations, online media, etc., the host people 

watched Lu Yang in a dress with emotion, but Lu Yang held the wine jar in his left hand and the wine 

bowl in his right, although some were nondescript, but at this time, No one has given any unexpected 

words about this. 

 

“This is just 22 years old, creating a guild worth hundreds of billions of dollars, hundreds of millions of 

fans worldwide, and tens of millions of players working for him. With a single order, more than 30 

million people can be called to fight for him. , No one coming.” 

 

“The glory that a player can do is already done by Lu Yang. This is the pinnacle of the history of human 

games. We don’t know what height Lu Yang will reach in the future, but we can be sure that the king of 

the new continent is him.” 

 

“Welcome our new king, our king!” 

 

… 

 

The praise has filled the ears of players all over the world. Lu Yang smiled and looked at the players with 

a thick smile on his face. This time, there were many players who came to the celebration party. He first 



directed the audience The crowd clenched their fists to express their gratitude. When the voice became 

quiet, he said with emotion: “It’s not easy. I thought I couldn’t stand here and chat with you today.” 

 

Everyone came to the spirit instantly, they thought Lu Yang would say bragging words, did not expect 

that the first sentence from Lu Yang was so real, all players and the media wanted to know what Lu Yang 

would say afterwards. 

 

At this time, Lu Yang is no longer an ordinary star. He represents the king of the largest and most 

popular game on the planet. 

 

A king has just tried his best to consume most of his net worth and defeated another king. What he said 

at this time is what people all over the world want to hear, just like Cao Cao defeated Yuan Shao and 

Caesar defeated Pompeii. 

 

“I came to power today. I originally had a speech. That was written by myself, and it is also my thank 

you.” 

 

“But when I got on the elevator, I got a message that Gertz had a health problem, so I tore up my speech 

and took this wine jar and glass to the stage.” 

 

“I’m not celebrating something, or feeling happy about it. At this time, I have only one feeling in my 

heart-helpless. Some people say that it is difficult to get a confidant in life. I think the more difficult thing 

is to find a rival with considerable strength. 

 

This game is a very fun game for many players, but for us presidents, this is a cruel battlefield. 

 

If you win, you can enjoy all the glory, all the praise and all the cheers, the losers, the family and even 

die on the spot. 

 

Over the years, I took the brothers and sisters of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood to the south, and defeated 

Tianlong, Li Wenxing and the Nine Star Alliance in the northernmost part. 

 



Immediately afterwards, he defeated the joint attack of Dengtian and the nine strongest guilds in the 

central region, and then swept the army south, swept one step to the sky, defeated Dennis, the blood 

slaughterer and Gelgar three times, and then forced them to form the Group of Eight. 

 

I moved eastward and defeated the eastern area occupied by Alfonso in World War I. When I thought I 

could sweep the central area, tens of millions of players from the nine strongest guilds in the central 

area formed a joint army to attack. The internal pure prince and war Sirius Waiting for more than 2 

million players to be countered by Alice, the first lady of “Second World”. 

 

I have difficulties in internal and foreign affairs. Fortunately, Vice Presidents such as Zhuojiu, White Lion, 

Half-Life, Zhou Tianming and Xia Yuwei led their brothers to fight **** for 23 days. I won this battle. 

 

Then there was a second joint siege, this time Alice learned lessons and used the method of countering 

senior personnel. Fortunately, Zhou Tianming used his bait as a bait and shouted the sentence of the 

Brotherhood of Blood outside the city at the cost of his serious injury. “ 

 

“Kill~” The audience suddenly shouted in unison, killing the sky. 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes were instantly wet. He smiled and looked at all the players under the field. He raised the 

bowl and drank a large bowl. Then he turned the dried bowl upside down and showed it to everyone. He 

said with a laugh: “This life I am fortunate to have you brothers, it is my greatest honor in Luyang.” 

 

The players in the Iron-Blood Brothers on the scene could not wait to find the wine bowl to drink with Lu 

Yang. Even the white lion and muddy wine prepared in the background picked up the wine bowl and 

slammed a large glass. 

 

In the past, the Iron-Blood Brothers League has been struggling every step of the way. This is not a 

problem that Lu Yang can solve by relying on the experience of rebirth. This is everyone’s efforts to 

change back to this status today. 

 

How easy is it to integrate tens of millions of players to fight! 

 

Responsible for commanding the offense, let everyone obey the command, how could it be so easy! 

 



Let the player be responsible for defending the city. One defense is a whole day, how can it be so easy! 

 

Let everyone willingly fight for the guild to die, desperately, even if they lose their equipment and level, 

they will not hesitate, how easy it is! 

 

… 

 

They don’t even think about the little things, but now Lu Yang said it, making everyone fall into 

memories. 

 

“To this step today, I lost everyone, I respect a bowl of everyone.” Zhuojiu poured another glass of wine 

and Bai Shi and Xia Yuwei and others touched hard. 

 

Bai Shi, Xia Yuwei and others drank this bowl of wet wine with wet tears. They were too difficult! 

 

on the stage. 

 

Lu Yang went on to say: “The past is on the record. Finally, we fully defended and won the war at Tiger’s 

Mouth, but we also lost a step to the sky and other large areas. In order to regain these areas, our army 

attacked, disguised many times, Xia Yuwei. Using trade, a large number of players were sent to the black 

yarn area, and the money was used to bribe the people of the black yarn, so that the high-level players 

under the black yarn were lost in large numbers. So far, we have won the black yarn area in one battle, 

and the sisters have become famous.” 

 

“Afterwards, our whole army went south, chased the eight-nation group north to the Steig area, the 

soldiers were facing, and the world was shaking at our feet.” 

 

“Olmar refused to accept, Claudio helped to hold Tom and Gertz. We defeated Ormar in the first battle 

and annexed all his areas. Unfortunately, Claudio was defeated and was divided between Tom and 

Gertz. 

 



Afterwards, Tom refused to accept. We took advantage of Tom’s weakness and beat Tom’s area in the 

first battle. Eventually, we came to the Gerds area. Now we have knocked down the Gerds area again. 

The jurisdiction of our Brotherhood of Blood. 

 

However, what I want to say is that I want to thank my enemies for your achievement of me and the 

Brotherhood of Blood, and I announced that starting today, from the dragon in the north to the area of 

Gerz in the south, Presidents of all controlled areas, I will use their names to name the areas they have 

controlled. “ 

 

Before this, when players from all over the world called these areas, they were directly talking about the 

areas of the Brotherhood of Blood. Only inside the League of Brothers, would they call the Tianlong 

area, Park Renyi area, Orma area or Tom area. 

 

Now Lu Yang has officially announced the name to the whole world. He wants to officially 

commemorate the presidents who have fought him. Without them, there will be no Lu Yang today. 

 

Inside the venue, the sound of music suddenly sounded, and the song was very old, called “Historical 

Sky”. The beginning was the melodious Guqin. Lu Yang picked up the microphone and sang along with 

the music. 

 

“Dark swordsmanship 

 

Going far away 

 

In front of me, there were fresh faces 

 

Obliterated the Huangchen Ancient Road 

 

Desolate border town 

 

Years and years, you can’t take away the series of familiar names 

 



Who will decide whether to rise or fall? 

 

Is there any reason for ups and downs? 

 

Where is the wind? 

 

Changing time and space 

 

Where is the gathering 

 

The total love of the clutch 

 

Take care of your life 

 

He Ji 

 

Yangtze River intentionally turned into tears 

 

Yangtze River is singing with love 

 

A few stars shining in the historical sky 

 

There is a heroic spirit on earth 

 

 

Chapter 1838 - The New World War is back 

  



No one thought that Lu Yang would commemorate these defeated presidents at the Gala Dinner of the 

Bronze Brothers League, and gave them great affirmation, which made the feelings of players from 

various countries who have always hated Lu Yang complicated. stand up. 

 

To say that Lu Yang harmed their president, defeated their guild, and made them lose their dependence, 

but in the same way, if they defeated the Iron-Blood Brotherhood, Lu Yang and the countless players 

under him would also be homeless . 

 

But after all, this is just a game, not a life-and-death war. Lu Yang is just struggling to survive, and he has 

no battle to deceive others, nor to mock and ridicule those defeated players and presidents. 

 

Not only that, they also publicly miss those presidents on such grand occasions, and they will 

permanently name the areas laid down before them by their names. This proves that these people have 

existed and they have worked hard. 

 

“This, this, what are we still calling Lu Yang.” 

 

“People don’t do it on purpose, they just want to survive. If they lose, they lose. Let’s live your own 

games.” 

 

“The previous unwillingness was really a waste of life. Why am I embarrassing myself? This song made 

me come out.” 

 

“I don’t want to fight anymore, I’m too lazy to trouble Lu Yang. I took my brother’s equipment and made 

money.” 

 

“Go together, go together.” 

 

… 

 

In the live broadcast rooms of the major anchors, countless such words filled the screen. For a time, 

players in these areas occupied by Luyang dropped a lot of hatred and started their own new lives. 

 



After Lu Yang’s singing ended, Tu Feng found him excitedly and couldn’t help saying ecstatically: “Boss, 

great joy, great joy.” 

 

“What’s wrong?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Tu Feng showed the screenshot of the live broadcast to Lu Yang and said, “Your song is equivalent to 

reducing millions of enemies for us. You are too powerful. In the future, our spies will be able to enter 

Ladvi in large numbers. Jeff area, Sanyouweimen and Roland area, there is no need to stare so strictly 

inside.” 

 

Lu Yang took a look at the video screenshot and couldn’t help but also smiled and said, “Unexpectedly, I 

didn’t expect such a thing.” 

 

In this way, he not only reduced millions of enemies, but also saved a budget of several hundred million 

euros. He could use the money for other purposes. 

 

On the other side. 

 

Sanyou Weimen, Liu Jie, Rowland and others were also watching the Gala Dinner of the Jagged 

Brotherhood. When they saw the screen on the video, they all showed angry expressions. 

 

“Damn, Lu Yang took advantage again, I don’t know how he came up with this trick.” Liu Jie scolded. 

 

Originally, Liu Jie could eliminate Steiger, but Lu Yang provided a batch of subordinate **** equipment 

and materials at a critical moment, so that Steig came to life, and then tied with Liu Jie. Now Liu Jie 

wants to The heart that strangled Lu Yang was all there. 

 

Both Sanyouweimen and Roland shook their heads with some emotions. Sanyouweimen said: “It seems 

that we still have a certain gap in life compared to Lu Yang. His strokes are very beautiful.” 

 

“Boring, let’s go.” Liu Jie left. 

 



In fact, the purpose of Liu Jie’s coming this time is to hope that Sanyouweimen and Roland will send 

troops to help him get rid of Steiger. Liujie promises Steige’s site to be evenly divided between them, 

but Sanyouweimen and Roland are not fools. 

 

No matter how good Liu Jie is with them, once the areas are connected together, they are a stumbling 

block that prevents Liu Jienan from going down. Liu Jie will definitely attack both of them, so both of 

them refused without hesitation. 

 

Roland sighed with emotion and said, “Lu Yang’s spy is coming, we have to be prepared to prevent it.” 

 

Sanyou Weimen nodded, and the two quit the live broadcast, and each began to deploy spy defense 

power. As the president of the strongest guild, they still have this mind. 

 

While they are busy here, on the other side, the Gala Dinner of the Jagged Brothers Alliance continues. 

Starting from the Lu Yang show, many celebrity players from the Jade Brothers Alliance took the stage to 

perform, and then there were star performances from various countries. 

 

Over a period of 16 days, more than 6 billion people around the world participated in the carnival. 

Watching the Gala Dinner of the Brotherhood of Blood every night became a must for everyone. 

 

The major advertising sponsors have seen so many people coming to watch the video. They are already 

excited and don’t know what to say. It can be expected that their respective companies will get more 

attention. 

 

Waiting for the late evening of the 16th day, the whole dinner ended, Lu Yang made a concluding 

remark on the stage, but he just finished, a worldwide message was delivered to Lu Yang, this was given 

to him by Sanyou Weimen Mail sent. 

 

Sanyouweimen: 

 

To my most respected Lu Yang, the chairman of the Brotherhood of Iron-Blood Brothers, thank you for 

the wonderful performance you have given us for these 16 days. Now, I hope we can take your baton 

and continue to dedicate a wonderful war to the majority of players. 

 



Roland and I announced that we will officially declare war on Radvedev from today! 

 

Lu Yang looked at the letter and shook his head. He didn’t want to read it, but he attached a section of 

the official voice of “Second World” below. He hoped that as the promotion ambassador of the game, 

he would say this at this time. 

 

Originally it was a icing on the cake. Lu Yang thought for a while and said aloud: “I announce something. 

Mr. Sanyou Weimen please ask me to tell players around the world that starting today, he and Roland 

will face Radvej together. Husband declared war.” 

 

Players all over the world are shocked. What kind of game world is this? Lu Yang has just dedicated a 

wonderful two-month battle to celebrate the end. Sanyou Weimen and Roland started a new round of 

war. The eyes of everyone were immediately attracted by this war. 

 

The anchors responsible for the live broadcast  quickly switched channels and turned the video to the 

Sanyouweimen and Roland areas. In the picture, you can see that the players on both sides are quickly 

gathering, playing the elite troops in the front station, and even Has begun to move forward. 

 

“It turned out to be a beautiful battle.” Lu Yang said with a smile. 

 

“Shall we do something?” Tu Feng asked. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said: “This time I have earned so much money, let’s do nothing else. Let’s 

give the brothers a vacation and travel.” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

Tu Feng asked: “You are not in a hurry to repay the debt.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “What anxiety, let the brothers relax a little bit, that’s it. Starting tomorrow, a 

vice president will lead a team to travel, the time is one week, don’t give it more, where do you want to 

go? You choose it yourself.” 

 



Because the guild is too big, Zhuojiu and Xia Yuwei, their vice presidents, can’t get together anymore, 

they can only lead their respective teams out to play, and when Zhuojiu goes out to play, a team is 

needed for him. Defensive Sky Sword Fortress. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1840 - Redeem token 

  

“Dididi” 

 

While Lu Yang continued to wait, Suddenly, Lu Yang received a message, which was sent by Radvedev, 

and he wrote a sentence above: One thousand lower **** materials, one thousand tokens, fast Answer 

the phone. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and saw Radvedev who called again. Lu Yang said, “Brother, you are so embarrassing to 

me. Your appetite is too big.” 

 

Radvedev cursed angrily: “Less talk to me, don’t you think I don’t know? Stephen’s angel army is 

negotiating with you, and want all members to join your camp, although they are not inferior gods. But 

they don’t know how to hit the Angel Tower. It won’t take long, and you will have 200 more subordinate 

angels under your hands. What do you lose in trading?” 

 

After Stephen’s defeat, the Archangels under his hands have been harassing Radvedev, and he recently 

contacted the rebel army, which made Radvedev a headache, and the leader of the Archangels is 

Stephen’s watch. Brother, called Anji. 

 

When Lu Yang was traveling, Anji took the initiative to find Lu Yang, hoping to join the Iron-Blood 

Brotherhood. His bargaining chip was that he could summon most of Stephen’s old ministry, but his 

requirement was to operate independently! 

 



How could Lu Yang give him this authority, although Stephen lost, but Stephen himself was not 

depressed, but actively invested in the work of repaying money, and may come back at any time in the 

game. 

 

The entire Stephen team is not lacking in general. These people follow Stephen without any money. The 

goal is obvious, and they are looking for opportunities to make a comeback. 

 

If Lu Yang gave Anji this right, Stephen could rebuild his Diamond Sword Guild at any time, and he would 

operate independently at that time. Lu Yang couldn’t control him. Wasn’t this to cultivate his own 

enemies? 

 

“You can rest assured that I will never recruit Anji. His requirements are too harsh. I want to operate 

independently. I can’t spend money to help Stephen pay. I’m not so stupid. I want tokens because I am 

There is a city in the sky and an angel tower. I can cultivate this profession myself. Why don’t you bother 

with Anji?” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Really?” Radvedev still did not believe it. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Of course it is true. I am the president of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood and the 

spokesperson of the entire game. I lie to you to do what you can. You can record it. If I recruit them 

later, you will come out and scold me.” 

 

Radvedev believed Lu Yang and said: “If it is for your own use, there is no problem with this. I will 

provide you with as much as you want. Of course, the conditions are one for one.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “I can exchange the equipment of the lower **** with you one by one, but you can 

exchange a token with the material of the lower **** for a token, which is too inappropriate for 

trading.” 

 

In fact, this transaction is quite appropriate, but Lu Yang can’t give Radvidev so many inferior gods. If he 

gives more, he is worried that Sanyouweimen and Roland will not be able to bear it. 

 



The two discussed, and finally it was 10 tokens for one piece of material or one piece of equipment. On 

the same day, Lu Yang gave Radvedev 1,000 pieces of subordinate **** materials, and 1,000 sets of 

subordinate **** equipment were exchanged for 100,000 tokens. 

 

Lu Yang nodded with satisfaction. After the deal was completed in the Celestial City, Radvedev 

immediately took his staff to become the next **** and participated in the war. Lu Yang returned to the 

Gerz area with the materials. 

 

He rode a flying dragon to a floating city on a white cloud above the height of more than 2000 meters 

above his head. This is the city of the sky. 

 

Normally, if you want to enter this floating city, you need to do a series of tasks before you can get the 

qualification to enter the floating city and send it to the city. 

 

It takes at least three days to complete a set of tasks, but Luyang has flying dragons, and the whole task 

is much simpler. 

 

An hour later, Lu Yang flew to a white cloud on the south side of the floating city. This kind of cloud is 

physical. The moment he stepped on it. 

 

System prompt: You have found Sky City! 

 

Lu Yang looked around. There was a team of soldiers patrolling in the distance. The sky city was special. 

This is an area controlled by Fengshen, one of the nine pillar gods. All npcs will fly, and the npcs here 

have no hatred for humans, unless You take the initiative to attack him. 

 

Among the nine pillar gods, Fengshen is the kindest man to human beings, but according to official 

historical records, Fengshen is actually an extremely hypocritical god, and he is planning a very big 

conspiracy. 

 

Because nine gods control the New World all year round, Fengshen feels that he and his people are in a 

too small area, so he wants to make his territory bigger. 

 



But other areas were occupied by other Jiuzhu gods, which was also the area they had agreed, but these 

last few hundred years have been different. 

 

Since the invasion of alien gods and the flame **** Aktomas, one of the gods of the Nine Pillars, 

shattered the origin of the New World, the boss of the **** of the Nine Pillars, Aktomas, has kept his 

body in the shattered origin area for the sake of atonement. Before the layer recovered, he could not 

leave for thousands of years. 

 

The strength of the other eight pillar gods is basically the same. Under such circumstances, Fengshen 

has devised a plan to kill other main gods, devouring their energy, and turning him into the only **** in 

the new world. 

 

In fact, so far, Fengshen has successfully attacked two main gods, namely the **** of darkness and the 

**** of thunder, which caused these two main gods to be comatose, but Fengshen’s plan was 

unsuccessful, he did not **** the origin of the two main gods. 

 

For this reason Fengshen decided to use the hatred of human players to the gods of the New World to 

guide them to attack the gods of darkness and thunder, especially the gods of darkness, the demons 

sent by the gods of darkness during the old continent period. The most, the most lethal. 

 

When the player reaches the 200th level, many missions are released by Fengshen himself, specifically 

for the gods of darkness and thunder, and the final boss of the entire new world is also Fengshen. 

 

Lu Yang recalled the events of his previous life while walking forward. Not long after, he came to a tower 

in the middle of the sky city. 

 

The tower was extremely high, and it towered into the clouds. A group of archangels protected under 

the tower pointed out their weapons and pointed at Lu Yang. The archangel led the head asked: 

“Human, what are you doing here?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and took out an Angel Tower token and said, “I broke into the tower.” 

 

“The token is confirmed and you can enter.” The archangel gave way to the door. 

 



Lu Yang smiled and arched his hand to the archangel, and stepped into the door of the angel tower, a 

flash of light, he appeared in a strange plateau, around him, there was an old man standing there. 

 


